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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
NUMBER:

H 29

SIM/COMP:

SPONSOR: Bankhead & others
OTHER COMMITTEE REF:
RELATING TO:
I.

PREPARED BY:

Lois Watson

A.E.E.£2..Eriations

Separate Driver License for Motorcycles
I:::::,._.

SUMMARY:

A. Present Situation: Currently, the holder of a
restricted operator, operator, or chauffeur license may operate
a motorcycle without additional examinations or fees.
B. Effect of Proposed Changes: Requires the Department
of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles to formulate and
administer a separate motorcycle knowledge and skill test.
Such examination shall test the applicant's knowledge of the
operation of a motorcycle and of any traffic laws specifically
relating thereto. It shall include an actual demonstration of
the ability to exercise ordinary and reasonable control in the
operation of a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle.
This test will be in addition to the examination for a
license to operate a motor vehicle. Persons already licensed
may apply to the department between July 1, 1983 and June 30,
1984, for a nMotorcycle Also" endorsement without being
required to take the motorcycle test. Drivers who are
grandfathered in during this period are required to pay an
endorsement fee of $1.00 for each year or portion of a year
remaining in the valid term of their license. The fee for
authorization to operate a motorcycle is $4.00.
If a person wishes to operate a motorcycle only, he is
not required to take the regular driver license road test. The
license will bear a restriction such as "Motorcycle Only''.
II.

FISCAL IMPACT:
A.

State:
1983-84

1984-85

1985-86

1986-87

$1,910,442
776,236

$1,215,864
831,978

$1,397,996
877,232

$1,426,376
944,758

Net Revenue $1,134,206

383,886

520,764

481,618

Revenue
Cost

II I.

B.

Local:

C.

Private Sector:

None.
None.

COMMENTS :

STAFF DIRECTOR:
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April 8, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT
NUMBER:

H 29 (as amended)

SIM/COMP:

SPONSOR: Rep. Bankhead & others
OTHER COMMITTEE REF:
RELATING TO:
I.

Aporopriations

....

Separate Driver License for Motorcycles

SUMMARY:

A. Present Situation: Currently, the holder of a
restricted operator, operator, or chauffeur Jicense may operate
a motorcycle without additional examinations or fees.
B. Effec t of Proposed Chanqes: Reauires the Department
of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles to formulate and
administer a separate motorcycle knowledge and skill test.
Such examination shall test the applicant�s knowledge of the
operation of a motorcycle and of any traffic laws specifically
relatina thereto. It shall include an actual demonstration of
the ability to exercise ordinary and reasonable control in the
operation of a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle.
This test will be in addition to the examination for a
license to operate a motor vehicle. Persons already licensed
may apply to the department between October 1, 1983 and October
1, 1984, for a "Motorcycle Also" endorsement without being
reauired to take the motorcycle test. Drivers who are
grandfathered in during this period are reauired to pay an
endorsement fee of $1.00 for each year or portion of a year
remaining in the valid term of their license. The fee for
authorization to operate a motorcycle is $4.00
If a person wishes to operate a motorcycle only, he is
not reauired to take the regular driver license road test. The
license will bear a restriction such as "Motorcycle Only".

April 8, 1983

II.

FISCAL IMPACT:
A.

State:
1983-84

1984-85

1985-86

1986-87

Revenue
Cost

Sl,910,442
776,236

$1,215,864
831,978

$1,397,996
877,232

Sl,�26,376
944,758

Net Revenue

Sl,134,206

$

S

S

383,886

520,764

481,618

None.

B.

Local:

C.

Private Sector:

None.

III. COMMENTS: The effect of the subcommittee amendment will
be a reduction in cost in fiscal year 1983-84 to $596,501.
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC I'-IPACT STATEMENT
AllALYST

STAFF DIRE' PR

11 '

Chr istensehJ /

1.

2.

ACTION

REFERENCE

3.

1. -;t�r_____

2. f tc

3.

SUBJECT:

BILL NO. AND SPONSOR:

Motorcycle/Motor-driven
Cycle Exam1nat1on
Requirements
I.

SB 825 by
Senator Grizzle

SUMMARY:
A.

Present S1tuat1on:
Any person operating a motor vehicle upon a public highway or
road of this state must possess a valid driver 1 s license.
Every applicant for a restricted operator's, operator's, or
chauffeur's license must be examined by the Department of
Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles. The exam1nat1on includes a
test of the appl1cant 1 s eyesight; his ability to read and
understand signs regulating, warning and j1rect1ng traffic; his
knowledge of the traffic laws of this state, and an actual
demonstration of his ability to operate a motor vehicle.
A valid operator 1 s or chaufffeur's license is sufficient
authorization to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle.
no specific test of a person's ability to operate such cycles
is currently required.
The fee for an operator's license 1s $� and $8 for a
chauffeur's license.
Section 316.304 proh1b1ts the wear1ng of a headset, headphone
or other listening d�vice, other tt1an a hearing aid, while
operating a motor vehicle.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The bill directs the Department of Highway Safety and Motor
Vehicles to formulate a separate e/4amination for applicants
w1shiny to operate motorcycles and motor-driven cycles. In
formulating the examination the Department shall consider using
the Skills Test and Traffic Test offered by the Motorcycle
Safety Foundation. Commencing on October 1, 1984, anyone
wishing to operate either type cycle would be required to
successfully complete an examination which would include a test
of the applicant's knowledge of the operation of a motorcycle
or motor-driven cycle and an actual demonstration of his
ability to exercise ordinary and reasonable control while
operating the vehicle. The Department shall endorse the
license of the applicant once he has passed the examination.
A person wishing a license to operate only a motorcycle or a
motor-driven cycle would not be required to take the skill or
road test required for the operation of a motor vehicle.
A person who is currentlJ licensed and who wishes authorization
to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle, may apply to the
Department between October 1, 1983, and October 1, 1984, and
upon payment of a fee of $1 per year for each year remaining on
his current license, be issued suct1 authorization without
having to takP the examinat1on.

REVISED:

BILL NO, SB 825
May 4, l983

DATE:

Page

2

Persons presenting certificates showing successful completion
of courses 1n the operation of motorcycles and motor-driven
cycles, which courses have been approved by the Department, are
exempted from the examination given by the Department.
There would be no add1t1onal examination fee for the person
taking both the �otur vehicle and motorcycle/motor-dr1ven cycle
tests.
Persons who apply f0r tt1e motorcycle/motor-dr1ven cycle license
author1zat1on would be charged a fee of $4.
The proh1b1t1on against the wearing of headsets, headphones, or
other listening devices 1s waived during the period when a
person 1s taking the examination for a motorcycle/motor-dr1ven
cycle license.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Beg1nn1ng October 1, 1984, any person who wishes to obtain an
authorization to operat� a motorcycle/motor-driven cycle 1n
addition to a motor vehicle will be required to pay an
additional $4. Prior to Octobe: 1, 1984, persons with valid
licenses who wish to operate the cycles will be charged $1 per
year for each year remaining in the validity of their current
licenses.

B.

Government:
The Department of HJgbway Sofety and Motor Vehicles has
estimated that the bill will result 1n the following revenues,
expenditures and additional personnel:

Revenue

1983-84

From persons "grandfathered"
in between 10/1/83-10 'l/84

$�38,835

364,407

122,892

131,496

187,600

368,428

491,240

$961,727

$864,331

$678,840

$ 94,410

$125,850

157,240

161,280
-0-

$138,435
-0164,491
1,222
-0$304,148

New applicants
Renewals

-0-

Expenditures
Salaries
OPS
Expenses
OCD
DPS

97, :?.0-l
12, 2:?.0

7,200
$368,274

1984-85

32,401

-o-

$319,531

1985-86
-0-

Positions
D.L. Examiner I
OPS

10
Jl (9 mo. I

10
31(3 mo.)

11
0

The OPS pos1t1ons would be used to process the applicants to be
''grandfathered'' 1n.
II I,

COMMENTS:
None.
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IV.

BILL NO. SB 825
May 4, 1983
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BILL NO. AND SPONSOR:

SUBJECT,
Motorcycle/Motor-driven
Cycle Examination
Requirements
I.

ACTION

STAFF DIRECTOR ,REFERENCE

SB 825 by
Senator Grizzle

SUMMARY,
A.

Present S1tuat1on:
Any person operating a motor vehicle upon a public highway or
road of this state must possess a valid driver's license.
Every applicant for a restricted operator's, operator's, or
chauffeur's license must be examined by the Department of
Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles. The examination includes a
test of the applicant's eyesight; his ab1l1ty to read and
understand signs regulating, warning and directing traffic; his
knowledge of the traffic laws of this state, and an actual
demonstration of his al1ility to operate a motor vehicle,
A valid operator's or ct1aufffeur 1 s license is sufficient
authorization to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle.
No specific test of a person's ability to operate such cycles
is currently required.
The fee for an operator's license is $4 and $8 for a
chauffeur's Jicense.
Section 316.304 prohibits the wearing of a headset, headphone
or other listening device, other than a hearing aid, while
operating a motor vehicle.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The bill directs the Department of Highway Safety and Motor
Vehicles to formulate a separate examination for applicants
wishing to operate motorcycles and motor-driven cycles. In
formulating the examination the Department shall consider using
the Skills Test and Traffic Test offered by the Motorcycle
Safety Foundation. Commencing on October 1, 1984, anyone
wishing to operate either type cycle would be required to
successfully complete an examination which would include a test
of the applicant's knowledge of the operation of a motorcycle
or motor-driven cycle and an actual demonstration of his
ability to exercise ordinary and reasonable control while
operating the vehicle. The Department shall endorse the
license of the applicant once he has passed the examination.
A person wishing a license to operate only a motorcycle or a
motor-driven cycle would not be required to take the skill or
road test required for the operation of a motor vehicle.
A person who is currently licensed and who wishes authorization
to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle, may apply to the
Department between October 1, 1983, and October 1, 1984, and
upon payment of a fee of $1 per year for each year remaining on
his current license, be issued such authorization without
having to take the examination.

REVISED,
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BILL NO. SB 825

DATE,
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A person presenting a certificate showing successful completion
of a course in the operation of motorcycles and motor-driven
cycles, which course has been approved by the Department, 1s
exempted from the exam1nat1on given by the Department.
There would be no add1t1onal examination fee for the person
taking both the motor vehicle and motorcycle/rnotor-dr1ven cycle
tests.
Persons who apply for the motorcycle/motor-dr1ven cycle license
authorization would be charged a fee of $4.
The proh1b1t1on against the wearing of headsets, headphones, or
other listening devices 1s waived during the period when a
person 1s taking the examination for a motorcycle/motor-dr1ven
cycle license.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NO'.I'F.a
A.

Public:
Beginning October 1, 1984, any person who wishes to obtain an
authorization to operate a mntorcycle/motor-dr1ven cycle in
addition to a motor vehicle will he required to pay an
additional $4. Prior to October 1, 1984, persons with valid
licenses who wish to operate the cycles will be charged $1 per
year for each year remaining 1n the val1d1ty of their current
licenses.

B.

Government:
The Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles has
estimated that the bill will result 1n the following revenues,
expenditures and additional personnel:

Revenue

1983-84

From persons '1 gr and father e<l"
1n between 10/1/83-10 1'1/84

$838,835

364,407

122,892

131,496

187,600

368,428

491,240

$961,727

$864,331

$678,840

$ 94,410
97,204
157,240
12,220
7,200
$368,274

$125,850
32,401
161,280
-0-

$138,435
-0164,491
1,222
-0-

New applicants
Renewals

-0-

1984- 85

1985-86
-0-

Ex.e_end1tures
Salaries
OPS
Expenses
oco
DPS

-o-

$319,531

$304,148

Pos1t1ons
D.L. Examiner I
OPS

10
31(9 mo.)

10
31(3 mo.)

11
0

The OPS positions would be used to process the applicants to be
''grandfathered" 1n.
II I.

COMMENTS a
None.
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DATE:
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AMENDMENTS:
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT

1.
2.
3.

STAFF DIRE
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3.

SUBJECT:

FAV/2 amends.

BILL NO. AND SPONSOR:

Dr1v1ng under the influence of
alcohol or controlled substances;
motorcycle licensure; driver history
records
I.

ACTION

SB 645 by
Senator Langley

SUMMARY:
A.

Present S1tuat1on:
(1) DUI--DRIVER'S LICENSE SUSPENSION; PLEAS:
Section 316.193, F.S., 1982 Supp., makes 1t unlawful for
any person to drive a vehicle when under the influence of
alcohol or controlled substances when affected to the extent
that his normal faculties are impaired, and that section
specifies an unlawful blood alcohol level. Section 316.1931,
F.S., 1982 Supp., makes it unlawful for any person while
intoxicated or under the influence of alcohol or a controlled
substance to such extent as to deprive him of full possession
of his normal facu]ties, to operate any vehicle. Under
subsection (2), if damage to another's property or personal
inJury to another (excluding death) is caused by the
intoxicated person, he is guilty of a first degree misdemeanor.
The law specifies that the penalty for this offense shall not
be less than the penalty for a violation of s. 316.193 (driving
under the influence; driving with an unlawful blood alcohol
level). With regard to driver license revocation upon
conviction, this offense is treated as a violation of 316.193,
and under s. 322.28(2) (a)l., a first time offender's license is
to he revoked by the court for a minimum of 6 months and a
maximum of l year. In cases where the court does not specify a
revocation period, under s11bsect1on (2) (b), the department
revokes the license for the maximum period of one year.
If under s. 316.1931(2}, the intoxicated driver causes the
death of any person, he is guilty of manslaughter. Section
782.07 provides that manslaughter is a 2nd degree felony.
Section 782.071 provides that vehicular homicide is a 3rd
degree felony. Under s. 322.26, a conviction of either offense
results in mandatory license revocation. Unless a longer
period is spec1f1ed by the court, the department revokes the
convicted person 1 s driver's license for a period of one year.
A second conviction of s. 316.193 ors. 316.1931 results 1n
revocation for a minimum of 5 years, and a third conviction,
for a minimum of 10 years. Further, the law specifies that no
driver's license shall be issued to a person who has been
convicted four times for a violation of s. 316.193 or s.
316 .1931.
Present law, 1n s. 322.281, prec]udes a court from
suspending, deferring, or withholding adJudication of guilt or
imposition of sentence for any violation of s. 316.193 ors.
316 .1931.

FINAL AS UPDATED BY TRANSPORTATION 7 /14/83
REVISED: April 27, 1983
DATE:

April 21, 1983

BILL NO, SB 645
Page
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(2) DUI--PUNISHMENT:
Under s. 316.193, any person convicted of a v1olat1on of
that section for dr1v1ng under the influence of alcohol or
controlled substances to the extent that his normal faculties
are 1mpa1red, or driving with an unlawful blood alcohol level,
shall be fined not less than $250 nor more than $500 for a
first conviction. In addition, that person may also be
punished by 1mpr1sonment for not more than 6 months for a first
conv1ct1on. Regardless oI the other penalties imposed, a court
must order a person first convicted to part1c1pate 1n public
service or a community work proJect for a m1n1murn of fifty
hours.
(3) DUI--IMPLIED CONSENT:
Section 316.1932, F.S., 1982 Supp., provides that any
person who accepts the privilege of operating a motor vehicle
in Florida is deemed to have given his consent to submit to an
approved chemical breath test to determine blood alcohol
content, or urine test lo detect tlie presence of controlled
substances, if such person is arrested for driving under the
influence of alcohol or controlled substances. In addition,
such driver has impliedly consented to an approved blood test
to determine hlood alcohol level or the presence of controlled
substances if he 1s admitted to a medical facility as the
result of a motor vehicle accident and if the administration of
a breath or urine test is impractical or impossible. Any
driver so arrested and who 1s capable of refusing the tests
must be told that his failure to submit to a breath, urine, or
blood test will result in the suspension of his driving
privileges fur a period of 3 months for a first refusal 1 or a
period of 6 months if the driving privileges of the person have
been previously suspended. as a resn}t of his refusal to submit
to any such test.
Section 322.261, F.S., 1982 Supp., provides for the
suspension of driving pr1vileges for the periods enumerated
above by the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles
upon the arresting officer's sworn statement of such driver's
refusal to suhm1t to any of the ahove tests. Upon the driver's
petition in writing and after proper notice and hearing, the
court having trial Jurisdiction of the offense may uphold the
suspension.
(4) MOTORCYCLE LICENSURE:
Any person operating a motor vehicle upon a public highway
or road of this state must possess a valid driver's license.
Every applicant for a restricted operator's, operator's, or
chauffeur's license must be examined by the Department of
Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles. The examination includes a
test of the applicant's eyesight; his ability to read and
understand signs regulating, warning and directing traffic; his
knowledge of the traffic laws of this state, and an actual
demonstration of his ability to operate a motor vehicle.
A valid operator 1 s or chauffeur's license is sufficient
author1zat1on to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle.
No specific test of a person's abilLty to operate such cycles
is currently required.
The fee for an operator's license is $4 and $8 for a
chauffeur's license.
Section 316.304 prohibits the wearing of a headset,
headphone 01 other listening device, other than a hearing aid,
while operating a motor vehicle.

FINAL AS UPDATED BY TRANSPORTATION 7/14/83
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(5) DRIVER HISTORY RECORDS:
Section 322.20(2), F.S., 1n part, requires the Department
of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles to rna1nta1n a record of
all accident reports and conv1ct1ons. Currently, a notation of
every accident 1n which a licensed driver 1s involved 1s
entered on his driver history record whether or not he was
charged with a violation 1n conJunct1on with the accident.
There 1s no notation included as part of the accident entry to
1nd1cate whether the licensee or any other person was issued a
uniform traffic c1tat1on as a result of involvement 1n the
accident.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
(1) DUI--DRIVER 1 S LICENSE SUSPENSION; PLEAS:
The bill provides that upon a conviction of s. 316.1931(2)
resulting 1n death, a conviction of manslaughter resulting from
the operation of a motor vehicle, or a conviction of vehicular
homicide, the court shall revoke the driver's license of the
convicted person for a minimum of 3 years. If no period of
suspension is specified by the court, the department is
required to revoke the license for the minimum period specified
for first or subsequent convictions.
Additionally, a court would be precluded from suspending,
deferring or withholding adjud1cat1on of guilt or impos1t1on of
sentence for manslaughter resulting from vehicle operation or
vehicular homicide. Furthermore, the bill precludes a Judge
from accepting a plea of guilty to a lesser offense from a
person charged with a violation of s. 316.1931(2), manslaughter
resulting from the operation of a motor vehicle, or vehicular
homicide.
(2) DUI--PUNISHMENT:
For any person convicted for the first time of a violation
of s. 316.193, the court is required to place that person on
probation for a period not to exceed one year. In no event,
however, can the probation plus the imprisonment allowed by law
exceed one year. The required participation in public service
or a community work proJect would be a condition of probation.
(3) DUI--IMPLIED CONSENT:
Doubles the periods for suspension of driving privileges
for any person arrested for driving under the influence who
refuses to submit to a breath, urine, or blood test to
determine the presence of alcohol or controlled substances.
Thus, the person must be told that his failure to submit to any
such test will result in the suspension of his driving
privileges for a period of 6 months for a first refusal, or a
period of 1 year if his driving privileges have previously been
suspended for such refusal.
In addition, the bill provides that the court upholding the
suspension of driving privileges may, in its sound discretion,
direct the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles to
issue a temporary driver's permit to the person whose license
is suspended. The temporary driver's permit shall be
restricted to business or employment purposes, and shall not be
used for pleasure, recreational, or nonessential driving.
(4) MOTORCYCLE LICENSURE:
The bill directs the Department of Highway Safety and Motor
Vehicles to formulate a separate examination for applicants

FINAL AS UPDATED BY TRANSPORTATION 7/14/83
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w1sh1ng to operate motorcycles and motor-driven cycles. In
formulating the examination the department shall consider using
the Skills Test and Traffic Test offered by the Motorcycle
Safety Foundation. Commencing on October 1, 1984, anyone
wishing to operate either type cycle would be required to
successfully complete an examination which would include a test
of the app]1cant's knowledge of the operation of a motorcycle
or motor-driven cycle and an actual demonstration of his
ab1l1ty to exercise ordinary and reasonable control while
operating the vehicle. �he department shall endorse the
license of the applicant once he has passed the exam1nat1on.
A person wishing a license to operate only a motorcycle or
a motor-driven cycle would not be required to take the skill or
road test required for the operation of a motor vehicle.
A person who is currently licensed and who wishes
authorization to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle,
may apply to the department between October 1, 1983, and
October 1, 1984, and upon payment of a fee of $1 per year for
each year remaining on his current license, be issued such
authorization without having to take the examination.
A person presenting a certificate showing successful
completion of a course in the operation of motorcycles and
motor-driven cycles, which course has been approved by the
department, is exempted from the examination given by the
department.
There would be no additional examination fee for the person
taking both the motor vehicle and motorcycle/motor-driven cycle
tests.
Persons who apply for the motorcycle/motor-driven cycle
license authorization would be charged a fee of $4.
The prohibition against the wearing of headsets,
headphones, or other listening devices is waived during the
period when a person is taking the examination for a
motorcycle/motor-driven cycle license.
(5) DRIVER HISTORY RECORDS:
The bill provides that release by the department of a
driver history record, with respect to accidents, would not
include any notation of an accident unless the licensee
received a traffic citation as a direct result of the accident.
II,

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
The only potential economic impact relates to items (2) DOI-
PUNISHMENT and (4) MOTORCYCLE LICENSURE, above.
DUI--PUNISHMENT:
A.

Public:
None,

B.

Government:
By proviso language contained in past appropriations acts and
using the language of s. 948.01{2), F.S., the Department of
Corrections has delegated primary responsibility for providing
probationary services to misdemeanants to the counties. Under
contract authorized by s. 945.30{2), F.S., the department makes
payments of $10 a month for each probationer to the public or
private probation services responsible for supervision.
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These payments are for misdemeanors of the first degree and
certa1n enumerated second degree misdemeanors not including DUI
first offenses. Even 1f DUI first offenses were among those
listed offenses, however, the impac t to the department by the
add1t1on of DUI first offenders as probationers would be nil,
as the contract provides for f1rst-come-f1rst-served payments
and provides a maximum total payment cap by the department.
Under s. 945.30(1), F.S., probationers are required to pay from
$10 to $50 by the sentencing court toward the cost of their
probation, with certain exceptions enumerated in the statute.
Most offenders are required to assume some costs of their
prohation.
The fiscal impact to the counties of placing each of the first
convicted DUI offenders on probation is impossible to determine
due to the unknown number of future probationers, the varying
degrees of probationary services provided by individual
counties, the length of time sentencing courts will impose for
probation, and the amount of payment assessed to the
prohationers. However, rough estimates of the average cost per
probationer for probation services is $15 a month, and it is
likely that the costs assessed to the probationers under s.
945.30(1) by sentencing courts will meet or exceed the costs of
prohat1on.
MO'rORCYCLE LICENSURE:
A.

PuUJJc:
Beginning October 1, 1984, any person who wishes to obtain an
authorization to operate a motorcycle/motor-driven cycle in
dddition to a motor vehicle will be required to pay an
additional $4, Prior to October 1, 1984, persons with valid
l1censes who wish to operate the cycles will be charged $1 per
year for each year remaining 1n the validity of their current
licenses.

B.

Government:
The Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles has
estimated that the bill will result in the following revenues,
expenditures and additional personnel:

Revenue

1983-84

From persons "grandfathered"
1n between ]0/1/83-10/1/84

$838,835

364,407

122,892

131,496

187,600

368,428

491,240

$961,727

$864,331

$678,840

$ 94,410
97,204
157,240
12,220
7,200
$368,274

$125,850
32,401
161,280
-0-0 $119,531

$138,435
-0164,491
1,222
-0$304,148

New applicants
Renewals

-0-

1984-85

1985-86
- 0-

Exeenditures
Salaries
OPS
Expenses

oco
DPS

Positions
D.L. Examiner I
OPS

10
31(9 mo.)

10
31(3 mo.)

11

0
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The OPS positions would be used to process the applicants to be
''grandfathered� 1n.
II I.

COMMEN'rS
---� :

None.
IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None.
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A.

Present S1tuat1c,�

The use of an cil-':n c>vt:>d, 1•roperly se(:u.red helmeL
1s required for .-i: ..:i ' J-''J rs0c1 who operates or rides
upon a rnot0rcy.:le.

There are no sr,pr]dl lJ,·ensinc or testing requir�
rne:1ts for per�r.ns ,�he c,:pe.rate rr,otorcycles.

E.

Effect c,� 1-' ror,,::,seJ C' 1 -;a r, _1es:

IJnl-:: person:= 1..: '"' ,_:1:cr •-1,t:' 3.Je o:= 13 1;:o•_lj be requi�-<.?3.
to 'Jse an 2.;;1--=.-• e-1, r-r0perl:· secured he:r-o2t "h:;,_le
a�e=at1n3 er r::...JJn� L[icn a rotorc�·cle.

Anyo�e \·1s0i�g tc c�eratE a M8torcycle must ha\c
r11s operato:'s c,r ,:]1auf�eur's li�ense endorse I k,y
the Departmen::: c,: H1glwa�· .:3afet:'!' anC Motor Vehicles
Suc:-i e11Llnrslc'm�nt lS an acknm,•led9T1en-t...
(DHSHV}.
that said operctl.ct ll<..i<c= successfully completed a
knowledgE: te.c:t cm,l -1n c,peralor skill test al1P11n1stered
The l'L s t- l -, the licensee for such endr.Jrseb'I.· DHS'.'JV.
n �nt sh.J.11 be �s.ur, J:'. 3,ll11t1cn to a:-:y other l L•:e11s1:1g
fees.

The D!:SMV shall t��vvlc,;- tcth a Mctorc.:icle kn-::.,Hledge
test and a �ct1;�c�·-le 0cerator skill test which
shall be s1;r11la.r
tes:c..s Je•,1 elcp1::d b�• t,.__e lk:it.ur
cycle Sa�ely Fo1:r.��t10�.

t.-::

T::-.

:C::::::C,�l'::-l-'.::-C I�ff,;._,,:T .\IF' 7 L'- �.�,. L ���TE,
1

;...

Pu�l::...c:

Each r:e::::-sun ,,ho ,ie:s1-1 PS �o cperate a motorc:'!'Cle
will have t.0 i,ay an c-nt10rsement fee of $5. 00 in
ar1ditlo!1 to c.11 0tl1l-r J ic.ensing fees. However,
this additional tc,st will te offset for those
pec:sons ov�r 18 Y":..Jr.s ,,:= cge who elect not to
pLrchase an� us� ct h8ln1�t.

- rec�,_

rJate
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Government:

B.

.r.. nuruber o:::" assumpt10ns \,'e::r_·e u�ed to develop the
follrn,nn0 f::_scal in:'ornat1or1. 'J'hey Here:
1

>::y G:=-tc-,ber 1, ]933, a trit.al cf 3.S�, 893 dr1,·ers
._,,111 tie operatir,g n 1 0Lor,--:ycles ar,d this number
will grow by 3.J pe=cent 1early.

2.

The e�.p1rat1on Cate of the licenses for those
oierators requesting er1�0rb�ment will be evenly
divided over the next four succeeding years
lsta.1t1ng 1n FJ.' 83/84).

�-

Corrp:et� test1nJ for each er1dorsement will
rcy11ire 40.46 n1nute3 r,� examiner �ime.

�.

.i'...n e:.a7i::-,er bas l�O, S t'C 71in..:':es a•;a:_la.'Jle
anr.u-1lly tc ;,e�:::c.r'Tt e.'c:J.r111__;--:i:Jns.

5.

:C,iCl c::. 3,'l:11ner 3.::-J. cc:: 2l'lnE:r 3Uper'Jl30r Hlll
c:_·l�,1u1re 2 da:,s o:: trainin-1 3.t._ $25 per die:r1.

6.

ThP traffic portion of each test will cover
�-S �il�s and each E·:�min�L will use his
v�rs0nal vehicle and be r�1��ursed at a ccst
of 2n cents per mile.

7.

In the first year t!,�.1e will be start-up
costs fer the purc 1-,c;.sc ,·f snall traffic C'Jnes
fur ea. .. h C..:-_:_ve2.· li,~erse stat:.cn and :or tht:
r::::-::._r,tlnJ :::if tests ai J. ct·,er i:-:::"crnaticn.

Based c, r 1 th•c!Se a.ss 1.1�rr:,'.:2.n:'.s the OHS�•:-17 \llll need 16
new e:'E."ll"ers and will 1� c·,c 3.n expense fer t:C.e
first two years :Jf approxi�ateJy $1.� million.
This �A�er�e will be offse': by anticipated revenues
of $9H,CU0.
III.

i

CC MHElJTS:
The [,HSM'i' n,_,<.:'d for 36 a.:'l.J.it)OHctl E•.an1iners is short-term
i� crder lo Eatis:::"y the lar�e nunber cf opera�ors ¼�O
,1111 ini�1ally re�uire rr�--=o-�:·:le license endorsement
\•i1th1n 4 :icnrs of ths er1actner.t of this bill GHSM\1 ,nll
be "cau':!:1 t ,.:J"
3aseJ en ��,J�E�te: rew e�iorserre�t
re:::;:i...:ests, o:· 1 y 5 e�ami,ers . 111 te needed by the
departrren t.
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Deletes the l=al sch=l roard lllvolve.,1-ent and specialized
training for =nducting a rrotorcycle safety education =urse.

-=-

Allo.-.,s the Depart:msnt of Highway Safety an:! J.btor Ve.lucles to develop
a rrotorcycle knawledge test and rrotorcycle skill test similar (as opposed
to identical) to such tests developed by the 1-btorcycle Safety Foundation.
Requires that the rrotorcycle skill test be con:lucted in both an on-street
and off-street environrre..'1t.
Provides that persons operating rrotorcycles rray continue to do so without
license e.'1dorserrent until their licenses excire.
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SB 318 by Senator Lewis

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation.

The use of an approved, properly secured helmet
1s required for any person who operates or rides
upon a motorcycle.
There are �o spec1ctl licensing or testing require
ments for �ersons who operate motorcycles.
School boards are currently r�qu1red to make avail
able a dr1,·er's education co�rse for notor vehicles
(including motorcycles dnd mopeds) to students in
the secondary sct0ols. An annual fee of 50 cents
is ad,Jed t8 the cost of each new and renewal driver
license to f1nan2e the driver 1 s education program.
The m,)tc,rcycle or moped operation instruction may
be l1:1nted to cl::i.ssroom 1nstri1ct1on.
B.

E��ect of ProFosed Cha�Jes:
Only persons under the age of )8 wo11ld be required
�o use a� approvej, properly s2c�red helnet \1hile
operating or rid�ng upon a motorcycle.
lrnyor,e w:..shing to operate a :Tiotorc:r•cle must have
his operator's or chauffeur 1 s license endorsed by
the Department of Highway Safety and �1otor Vehicles
fDHS.MV). Such endorsement 1s an acknowledgment
that saii operator has successfully completed a
knowledge test and an operator skill test administered
by DHSMV or has CoIT'pleted, within the preceeding
year, an approved rrotorcycle safety education course.
The cost to the licensee for such endorsement shall
be $3.00 in addition to any other licensing fees.
The DHSMV shall provide a motorcycle operator manual
to any persor: requesting one. The Department shall
also adopt by rule the "Motorcycle Knowledge Test",
the "Motorcycle Operator Skill Test 11 an,j the
1
'�otorcycle Operator �anual'', adopted, developed,
and approve� by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation.
Persons who possess an Jnstruction permit, a tem
porary license or a res�r�cted operator's license
may not operate a motorcycle unless they pass the
knowledge t�st, or are enrolled in, or have success
fully completed an approved motorcycle safety education
cou::::-sc.
The m�torcycle safety edu�atio, course offered in
secon�ar�· schools sjall be optional ard may be
atten•ied by only those students who have satisfac
torily completed the motor vehicle portion of the
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course. The rrotorc�·cle a11d rroped instruction,
hm,ever, may no longer be limited to classroom
1n3truct1on.
In a�,J1t1on to t�e ex1st1�3 requirements for
1nstc11,::tors (conta1nE:d in s. 488.04,F.S.J I any
instructor conducting a motorcycle safety
educdt10n course must sat1s�actor1ly complete
an a:;.=iprcved motorcycle satety ed11cat1on course
and the Motorcycle Instructors Course offered
by lhe !'-!otoicycle Safety Foundat1on.
A.

Public:
Each p�rs�� who �es1res to operate a motorcycle
will have to pay an endorsement fee of $3.00 in
addition to all other l1cer1sing fees. However,
this �dd1t1or1al cosl will l,e offset for those
?ersc,ns over 18 years of a0e who elect not to
purchJse and use a helrret.

B.

Governf11er:t:
�,o �reas of governn1ent w1ll be directly impacted
by this bill - the DHS.MV and local schnol boards.
T�e �iscal i�pact to be e�ccunterej by the DHSMV
relates to e::aminers to administer the skill test
and aite locations to conduct the motorcycle
skill tests. The depart@ent nas indicated that
s�art-up and first �ear ex�enses �or exaf11i�ers,
test rr,ater1als 1 '.'landbooks, O.C.O. and data
processing \Jill be $922,221.00. This estimate
does not include any tra2..ning or equipment costs
wr.ich d::'.:'e unknown Dy the department at this ti111e.
�o develop this esli�ate the department has
proJected that 341,619 motorcycle operators will
seek endorsem�nt the first yea�. This level of
enJorse�ent will generate Sl,O24,857 in endorse
ment fees. Site location costs are alsn unknown.
The Motorcycle Safety Foundation has indicated
that �n area approxi�ately 150 by 300 feet is
needed for each sile along with 90 traffic cones,
d1.rectional lights and an inclined surface. What
is not known is the number of sites state-wide
that will be necessar� to satisfy the anticipated
der1and
Co:-icei vably no s1 tes would be necessary
if everyone qualifieJ for endorscnent through the
successful completion of the motorcycle safety
educat1on c,�urse specified in th� bill.
(The
de9artrrent c�rrently oper��es 132 license offices
throughout the state.)
The fiscal impact to be encountered by the local
school boar�s 1s t�ree�old
First is the trair1ng
of 1�structo1·� and the purchase of 1nstru�t1onal
materials. tJhile train1n0 is not adjressed, the
-Page J-
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Motorcycle Safety Foundation offers a "Notorcycle
Rider Course Instructional Package'' which includes
f1lnstr1�s, instructors guides and 12 student
�andbookc:, for $445.00 (ext�a student handbooks
p,a 1• be ;::,11�chased fo:::- $2. no each} and quantity
discounts are available. Additionally the
''package'' may be cented for $85.00 monthly.
Secondl�•, '.::.he Der=,artment cf E'J.ucation (DOE) has
indicated an �nq11ant1£1�ble cost for the procure
;rient o::: motorcycles and insurance. Finally, there
is the developme!'lt of off-street ,jr1ving facilities.
The DOE has roughly estimated this to be $50,000 per
c:,1te. S0:11e o:: che above costs will be offset by
leg1slat1·,e app__._,-r-,riations fror the driver education
fees collecteC. as part of the ne;; and renewal
license fees.
III.

COMMEtJTS:
One fiscal protlero created by this bill is the probable
endorseroent of all active moto..ccycle operators by DHSMV.
The department has estunated a need for 58 new examiners
to handle the anticipated work load (341,61J people).
Once this 1r11-t1al e.:-. .JorseFer,t has been completed, the
It is
neeJ for all 58 exaniners 1s �o longer present.
therefore su<JJesteC. that exist1ng motorcycle operators
should be eithe..c gran::1fathered into c..ornpliance or
endorsed when t':iei.c current driver license expires.
T.'1e ;:nl2- r:2qu1 res the :;HS.;>f\· to adopt by rule the
knm✓ledge test, oper:3.tor shill test and motorcycle
operator m3.nu.:1.l developed by ihe �lotorcycle Safety
Foundation. As the FounGation anends these documents,
the depar'.::.ment \\·ill ha,·e to also change its docume:1.ts
wh1ct wilJ_ c3use the waste o� all existing materi3ls.
If t:1e department were 3llowe,'l. to adopt test procedures
similar to the procedures developed by the Foundation,
the opportunity =or incorrpatible requirements would
be ell:'llnateC.

R10TORCYCLE SKILL TEST
(Used in the California study)
Safe motorcycle riding d!"pends largely on your knowlerl '] L and
s•ills Th1: s�llls for mot0rcycl1ng rt!qu1re ii lot of p1 .. ct1ce If
you've 1u,t learnf'j tu h;mdle ii motorcycl!! ind hiil�e very lmle
r1d1ng e)'.per1rnce, ther the most important part of learning to
r,je 1s rnll o1he;;id Hnwe1,er, before yo,.1 go out on the street
v1,th other tr.iff1c there ;;re certain basics� 111s neeu�u foe ,,our
sa1et� To ma�e sure you ha,e the oas1c sh.1i's to ride yo� will
be 91,en a r1c1ng test When you re;::icr: fo, vour test you
slic:ic1ld have
C101h,ng that covers your entir!" body
2 An approved helmet
The test will consi-t ul these rr,ar1euv!'!rs

,.

KICKSTA.RTING ArJD
t.CCEL!:RATli\'G ON A HILL
�,er.::"e ,uu v,11 ,,de a sn1't d,stcr1-� u• ;; r,,I
For
'QL, rnu,t, 1d s;Jrt tr,,: n01crr;yc.le d r C 'IOe 1c, 11111 9�"' ( , � r,
1·,cl r,e
YOU LOSE PO HHS IF YOU
• S•all the t'n,1111e oi can't keep 1t running
• Let the motorcycitJ roll backward while ,tdrl111q �nd
moving forwJrd
• Use your fee! to �Pe� f•orn fdllingw�,11� mov1r,�

4.

e.

SHARP TUHN, TURNING, AND STOPPING

In this test you do three exercises You begin from a
stop and m;i�e ii sf,arp right turn Then you continue 10 turn
right and speed ur, to 20 mph You should shift to second
9e;.r You come bad to the leh on the Siirne curve it 20 mph
Tr'en you make a graauil stop ,,1th your front tire �tween
two lines
THE SHARP TURfJ, YO'J LOSE POltJTS IF YOU

or�

• Ride outside the curve
• Ride with your feet 01f the pegi
• Use your foet to i-'eep from falling while moving
WHILE lllHl•JlfJG R!GHT ANO LEFT
POINTS lF YOU
• P1de CJIS1de the CU'Ve
• I=; Id<'. t0c, <le,,.
1NHIL\: STO ,P1r,,-:: r(1J L0SE PO:,JTS 1r YOU
• Sk d tn( 1"r,tEl1
• M111 >"-'r' lines

3.

TUkNING SPEED JUDGMENT

In th1: IE''.1 (Ou will be •s�ed to r1oe o1round a curve
'rou set your ,,,,,,11 .. pe"'L You ,;;re to r1oe the curve ii� fasr •s
you safe!� Cdn

YOU LOSE PO1r1rs IF YOU

• Don't 111rn Ldck ou1�kly enough

• R 1de too slow
• R1::fo outs,ce tht: curve

• Sl<1d your w'leeh whle turning

QUICK STOP-STRAIGHT
In this e�e,c,se, you r1oe •t 20 rrpf-, There 1s a : gn.;J
l1gn• that means stop When the light CO'"'leS on, you mc.Jld
stop the motorcyclt as qu1cl.-fy as you saf,:/f Ciln In order to
pass, you musr w� beth brat es

<...

QUICK STOP-CURVE
In th1: o:xerc se, yoc. ride ill 15 mc.h anrJ tnter a 11:ft hand
cu·oe I- s vou r1uc l'le curvo:, a s,gnai 11911 will come or, Vihe'1
this light coni�� un, you should stop as qu1c�ly is you safely
can In ordt:r to pass )'Oc, rr.ust use lath braAtcs
YOU LOSE PCIINTS IF YOU

YOU LOSE POINTS IF YOU

• R 1de too sl,Jw

• R1detooslow
• Take 100 mud1 d1st,1nce to stop
• Keer thl throttle oper, when brah 1ng or
wh•le stc-r1,<"d

• Ti�e too much d1st,.nce to stop
• Rice oui>1de tt,o: curve
• Keer, thL t f >rL,tl,to open when Crakrng or
1"h1le s1r ,, ,c,d

5.

QUICK TURr-:

In ·hrs exnc1<e v:::iu r1:JE a· 20 m;:,1-i a'1C n,u1 tu'r
cu1c.i-'ly irour,d an ti�'lt ·oot bar•1H You will tun e11he1 Ii.'!•
or right A signal l1g f ,t w1I lt,11 you U1e d1rect1un 10 r1Hn Once
y1J1.. have piisstd H,e ha<r,tr you �un turn bii c. k the other
..,,ay
YOU LOSE r JlrflS IF YOU
• R 1de tau :lc,N
• Turn n � ..•rnn� 1,;cv
• P 1de 01,,:,r 11 ,; • d rid
1

YOU LOSE

n,,:;Jtn#di¥1riii

The exil'T'lr.e· rm..�· nop �he test 1f you
• Drop tht n,r,1orcvc1t
• Drsrtgdrd 1'lslruc.11ons
• Lose er,ou•Jh µ01nts to fail
You cari dis,-, �tor the test You ,hould not •ttempt an
e>erc1se thilt YLL' drin 1 feel you c;;ri do If an e\erc1se 1s too
r;;rd for y:ll..' or you tdnnrn safely fellow 1n1truc11ons, tell
,our e,am1n;,r Yc1J c.."o co�e bac� �tt�r ycu',e ·�� 1o ri time to
o·oct,c�

WRITTEN TEST

Here are some study questions They are the ,;;arne
kind of questions you may find on the v,,ritten test See 1f
'{CL can answer therr. The correc: answers are ups1oe
dc:wn at tne bottom of this page

5

Whit should e;;ch mirror let you see )
A Onl;• the lane behind
B Your shoulder ind the lane behind
C Part of the lane behmC .nd part of the l.ine next to you

6

\t you ho1ve to cownsh1ft tori turn you should do 1t
A. Before vcu sli't tne tum
5 Just as you beg 7 the turn
C Wn11t you are 1ri t�,e turn
1

R1d1ng with yo,ir heo1dl1ght on durtn'.J the day w:11
A M;,h.e 11 l1.i1d tor other dr1veri t(, 1udge your speed
B D1stro1ct otf-ier drivers
C h/lake 11 �as1er fo· other dr,vers h.. see you
2

You see h0�e 'a'ld rin me road You sfiould
A

S,01•, dCl",7 Jcc1c·s: re.:icl-11,g tl,e s,>n7

C

'.' J1 nta,n s,,o;;,ed to cress tne sane
lncreilS€ speo;;,O W'llle OOSSl'lg tne Sino

a

3 Wh,:n follow1r,g ii car at a safe ,J,�t�nc1:: you shoulrl po,111or
the motorcycle
A Where vriu can see the drive � li;,nds on the whetl
B Wnert: )Coll can see tht Cdf, ·ecr,•rt:•., r'lrrro,
C i/1,1'7ert:: ,'OL can see tf-'e car , Ja,h ,c,arC
4

l ou .i•e riding 1n the middle of a city block Wh.it 1s the
b1gg�sr danger to watch out 1or7
A A cJr dc.ior might open
g A pc1rh.ed car m1gr,t pull ,,ut
C t-. f)<'dtSt"1 c n m1�r, 111:r out 1- front of you

T'1e lea,Jer '.Jf a ,tagge'eLl 10,mar1�,r, o;o:es" ca h'i,"t ,,.,rr
ot tt,e la'lt shuuld the rider se < ecr d't�r ra:s1ns�
A The left fJdrt
8 The center Odrt
C The right p.irt

2,

'.',', e- 11 1• m0:r ,m::icrtJn• tc s:2'1 the con::J111on iJI the
Si1 Gulder�
:.. Or, lreel''d)'S
8 ,n ht:!J>v t'<>'t1c
C On curves

9

Yo ,, dre onrroach1n9 a 111,1= of nnccm1ng vehicles Ir, wr.it
r,art 'Ji ·,he c:11e �hould \CJ' ride·
I-' - ,e it:t r,ii"1
5 -;-,,e 1,J 1,t par·
C The center par·

6 Q8 □ L [9 J
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Jf amendment 1s teict of another b11l, 1ruiert.
Bill .N"o.
or Draft So

HB

569

SB
Camuttee Amenarent No.

'/ u.r-r
'/4

) (For eOll'l'ltittee iae)

The Committee on

amendment:

offered the foUowtnS'

Amendment

Onp..,...

l

, line

19

, strike

all of said line
b

•
f

•
and insert:

operation_

Provided, however, that Florida driver licenses

2

issued prior to October 1, 1984� shall permit operation of

3

motorcycles or motor-driven cycles until expiration of such
licenses.

6
a
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
16
16
17
18
Kr

which wa.s adopted.

moved the adoption of the amendment,
which fa.iled of adoption.

VL.L.

i.ln\,,I'\

VI

I Ul\l I

I VI\

llhJ 11\Ul., I lVlhJ

\ ]"""

If amendment is text of a.nother bill, insert:

HB . 569 ..

. or Draft No.

Bill No.

'-.

\f
-- --------�-----

SB ....

Camuttee Ame!larent No.
(For oarmri.ttee uae)

_p/...

The Committee on

amendment:

offered the followiq

Amendment

0n�1__

• line

16

all of said line

a
b
C

d

•

f

r
and inoert.:

No person shall operate a

2
3
4

s
s
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

�

14
15

16
17
18
Kr. ...
which WU adopted.

Form H-Slil \lt71)

moved the adoption of the amendment,

winch failed of adoption.

6

'-''-" I 11 I

11..1..

Ml L..tu.,i L..111

SEE BACK OF FORM FOR INSTRUCTIONS

If �mendment Ji"! text of another bill, msert:
B111 No

RB

or Draft No.

29

SB
Ccrmu.ttee Amendnent No.
(For aorrmittee use)
The Committee on

transportation
amendment:

offered the following

Amendment

Onp-.

1

, line

27

, 1tnke

July
July

and on page 4, line 7, strike

and imert;
2

October

3

October

5
7

�
�
)

2
3

;
6

7

Mr.
which wu adopted.
�onn H-39 (1�71)

moved the adoption of the amendment,

which fatled of adoption.

1

CO'f-11 TTEE �ND'ENT

SEE BACK OF FORM FOR INSTRUCTIONS

If amendment 1s text of another bill, insert:
Bill No.
or Draft No.

HB

29

SB
Camuttee Amencment No.
(For corrrnittee u8e)

The Committee on

TRANSPORTATION
amendment:

offered the following
Amendment

On P"4r•-

2

, line

19

, strike

"prior to July 1, 1984"

a
b
C

d

•

r
g

andinaert:

"between October 1, 1983, and October 1, 1984 11

2

s
4
6
&
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16

17
18
Mr.

which was adopted.
Form H-39 (llnl)

moved the adoption of the &mendment,
which failed of adoption.
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SUBJECT:

Driver history records

I.

A.

3.

BILL NO. AND SPONSOR:

SB 645 by
Senator Langley

Present Situation:

Section 322.20(2), F.S., in part, requires the Department of
Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles to maintain a record of all
accident reports and convictions. Currently, a notation of
every accident in which a licensed driver is involved is
entered on his driver history record whether or not he was
charged with a violation in conJunction with the accident.
There is no notation included as part of the accident entry to
indicate whether the licensee or any other person was issued a
uniform traffic citation as a result of involvement 1n the
accident.

Under the present system, the only way an insurer or other
authorized party can determine whether the licensee was at
f3ult in an accident noted on his record is by checking the
record to see if there is a conviction recorded which is the
result of a citation issued on the same date and at the same
location (city and county) dS the date and location recorded in
the separate accident entry.
Effect of Proposed Changes:

The bill
accident
licensee
citation

requires that every driver history record on which an
is noted also include a notation to indicate 1f the
or any other person received a uniform traffic
as a result of his involvement 1n the accident.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL llOTE:

A.

B.

III.

tr
------

SUMMARY:

B.

II.

l.
2.

ACTION

Public:

None.

Government:

The department has estimated that notation on driver history
records of citations issued to individuals other than the
licensee would cost about $385,000 in F.Y. 1983-84 and about
$480,000 1n F.Y. 1984-85. Over 95% of the cost in each year is
for increased data processing capability, including 8 data
entry operators, additional disc storage, and a Clerk Typist
II.

COMMENTS:

None.

l<EVISED:
DATE:

IV.
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BILL NO. AND SPONSOR,

SUBJECT,
Driver history records

I.

ACTION

SB 645 by

Senator Langley

SUMMARY,
A.

Present S1tuat1on:
Section 322.20(2), F.S., 1n part, requires the Department of
Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles to ma1nta1n a record of all
accident reports and conv1ct1ons. Currently, a notation of
every accident 1n which a licensed driver 1s involved 1s
entered on h1s driver history record whether or not he was
charged with a v1olat1on 1n conJunct1on with the accident.
There is no notation included as part of the accident entry to
indicate whether the licensee or any other person was issued a
uniform traffic citation as a result of involvement 1n the
accident.
Under the present system, the only way an insurer or other
authorized party can determine whether the licensee was at
fault in an accident noted on his record is by checking the
record to see if there is a conv1ct1on recorded which is the
result of a c1tat1on issued on the same date and at the same
location (city and county) as the date and location recorded in
the separate accident entry.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The bill
accident
licensee
citation

II.

requires that every driver history record on which an
1s noted also include a notation to indicate if the
or ariy other person received a uniform traffic
as a result of his involvement in the accident.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE,
A.

Public:
None.

B.

Government:
The department has estimated that notation on driver history
records of c1tat1ons issued to 1nd1v1duals other than the
licensee would cost about $385,000 in F.Y. 1983-84 and about
$480,000 in F.Y. 1984-85. Over 95% of the cost 1n each year 1s
for increased data processing capability, 1nclud1ng 8 data
entry operators, add1t1onal disc storage, and a Clerk Typist
II.

III.

COMMENTS,
None.
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AMENDMENTS:
No. 1 by Transportation: Deletes the provision requiring that,
with respect to accidents, the driver history record contain a
notation as to whether the licensee received a traffic citation and
whether any other person involved in the accident received a
citation. Instead, provides that release by the department of a
driver history record, with respect to accidents, would not include
any notation of an accident unless the licensee received a traffic
c1tat1on as a direct result of the accident.
No. 2 by Transportation:

Title amendment.

Florfdi Senite - 1983

SBGfs

Sy Senator Langley
11-1071-83
A bill to be entitled

1

An act relating to drivers' licenses, amending

2

s. 322 20(3), Florida Statutes, 1982

3

Supplement, requiring additional 1nformat1on in

4

the individual driver history records

5
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and Motor Vehicles; providing an effective

7

8

II)

maintained by the Department of Highway Safety

6

:-�
a.-=

9

11

See HS -431

date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida
Section 1.

12

Subsection (3) of section 322 20, Florida

13

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended t.o read.

15
16

records

14

322.20
(3)

Records of the department, fees, destruction of

The department shall maintain convenient records

17

or make suitable notations, in order that the ind1v1dual

19

available for the consideration of t�e department upon

18

20
21
22

23

24

25

26
27

28
29

JO
31

driver history record of each 1:ce�see shall be �ead1ly

appl1cat1on for renewal of a l�cense and at other suitable
times.

Such record shall include� with respect to accidents

involving the licensee, a notation as to whether such licensee
received a traf_f;t.c _c:;_t�!_or:i_a_D.d_w!lethe_r _any other person
involved_in the accident received a traffic citation
Sect ... on 2

This act shall take effect Octcber l, 1983

******•****************w**********�***w**

HOUSE SUMMARY

Requires the individu•l driver history records maintained
by the Depart.�ent of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles to
include, with respect to accidents involving the
licensee, a not•tion as to whether the licensee, or any
1
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11-1071-83
1
2

other person involved in the accident, received a traffic
citation

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2<
25
26
27
2B

29
30
31

2
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Florida Senate - 1983

5B825

ly Senator Grizzle20-1062-83
A bill to be entitled

1
2

An act relating to drivers' �icenses, adding

3

subsection (3) to s

•

1982 Supplement, requiring the Department cf

5

Highway Safety and Motor Venicles to administer

322 12, Florida Statutes,

6

a separate examination for dr:vers seeking

7

authorization to operate motorcycles and motor

8

driven cycles in the state, authorizing certain

9

licensed drivers to obtain authorization

10

without examination; authorizing an exemption

11

to persons completing courses approved by the

12

department, amending s

13

Statutes, providing a license fee for such

14

authorization; &mending s. 316 304, Florida

15

Statutes, authorizing persons taking such

16

examinations to wear headsets, providing an

17

effective date.

322 21(1), Florida

18
191 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
20
Section 1

21
22

Subsection (3) is added to section 322 12,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, to read•

23

322 12

Examination of applicants --

24

(3)(•)

The department shall formulate a separate

25

�x",rtli����9_n__{9r applicants for a license to operate a

26

motorcycle or motor-driven cycle, as defined in s

27

and (23).

316 003(22)

Beginning October 1, 1984, any applicant for a

281 reetricte� operator's, operator's or chauffeur's license_who
291 wish9�_ t9_operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle shall be
301 required to succeesfully complete such examination, which
31 j sh�ll be in add1t_!..Qn to tl:}�-���rn_:i._n_a_tl.on administered pureuant
1
CODING
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20-1062-83
l''

2

3
.1

to sub��ction (2)

'J'he examif!�'l;_ion shall test the apphca_nt' s

knowledge of the operation of a motorcycle or motor-driven
cycle and of any traffic laws specifically relating thereto
and shall include an actual demonstration of the ability to

5

exercise ordinary and reasonable control in the operation of a

6

motorcycle or motor-driven cycle.

7

examination the department shall consider the use of the

8
9
10

In the formulation of t.h_e

Motorcycle Operator Skills Test and the Motorcycle in Tra(fic
Test offered by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation.

The

department shall indicate on the license of any person who

11

successfully completes such examination that the licensee is

12

authorized to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle.

If

13

the applicant wishes to be licensed to operate a motorcycle or

14

motor-driven cycle only, he need not take the skill or road

15

test required under subsection (2) for the operation of a

16

motor vehicle and the department shall so indicatLthe

17

limitation on the license as a restriction

18
19
20

(b}

Any person licensed to operate a motor vehicle may

apply to the department between October 1, 1983, and October
1 1 19841 for authorization to operate a motorcycle or motor

21

dQVen cycle without being regui��d to tak� the exam�natiQn

22

e�yided ��_this subsect1��

23

such authorization upon the license of such applicant upon

24

payment by the applicant of a fee of $1 per year or portion

25

thereof remaining in the validity of the applicant's current

26

l1cense.

27

not be made a condition upon the renewal of the license of any

28

person under this paragraph.

29

The _de,P_artme!}t shal�o indi_cate

The examination provided in this subsec�ion shall

(c)

The department may exempt any applicant from the

30

examination provided in this subsection if the applicant

31

presents a certificate showing successful compl���on of a
2
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20-1062-83
1

course approved by the department which 1nc!udes a s1m1lar

2

examination of the knowledge and skill of the appl1.can�_ 1.n the

3

operation of a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle
(d)

4
S

Statutes, 1s amended to read
322.21

6
9

Subsection (1) of section 322 21, Flor1da

Section 2

6
7

No addit1anal examination fee shall be a��essed

for the examinat1on required by th1s su��ection.

Fees to be paid for licenses and machinery for

handling and collecting the same.--

10

(1)

The fee for:

11

(a)

An operator's or a restricted operator's license

12

ie $4, in addition to the fees for driver education, as

13

provided by s. 233 063, and a color photograph, as provided by

14

s

322.142.
Authorization ta operate a motorcycle or motar-

15

(b)

16

driven cycle is $4

17

l£1.fb7

A chauffeur's license is $8, in addition to the

18

fees for driver education and a color photograph, provided by

19

s:s. 233 063 and 322 142.

20

.i.£lfe7

The renewal of a license is the same as for its

21

original issue set forth in paragraphs (a) .L 11.P!.ei (b), and (c),

22

except that a delinquent fee of $1 shall be added for a

23

renewal made not more than 12 months after the license

24

expiration date, unless the applicant elects to take and

25

passes the written examination

26

Section 3

27

amended to read•

26

316 304

Section 315 304, Florida Statutes, is
Wearing of headsets --No person shall operate

29

a motor vehicle while wearing a neadset, headphone, or other

30

listening device, other than a nearing aid or instrument for

31

the improvement of defective human hearing

However, this

3
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1

section shall not apply to any law enforcement officer

2

equipped with any communication device necessary in performing

3

hls ass1gned duties

4

apply to an{ applicant for a l1ce�se �o oDerate a motorcycle

5

or motor-driven cycle while taking the examination required by

6

s

7
8

In addition, this section shall not

322 12ill

Section 4.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983

9

*w*********************************w*****

10

HOUSE SUMMARY

11

Requires the Department of Highway Safety and Motor
Vehicles to formulate and, beginning October 1, 1984, to
administer a separate examinat1on for appl1cants for
dr1vers' l1censes to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven
cycle

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20

Authorizes l1censed drivers to apply between October 1,
1983, and October 1, 1984, to have their licenses stamped
with authorization to operate a motorcycle or motor
driven cycle without taking the examination
Authorizes
the department to exempt from the examination persons who
complete a course approved by the department
Provides a $4 fee for authorization to operate a
motorcycle or motor-driven cycle but provides that no
additional exam1nat1on fee shall be assessed.
Authorizes persons taking such exam1nat1on to wear
headsets

21
22

23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

•
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Flor1d1 House of Represent1t1ves - 1983

HB 29

By Representitive Bankhead
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to drivers' licenses; adding
subsection (3) to s. 322.12, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement; requiring the Department of

·-�·
.

Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles to administer

u

a separate examination for drivers seeking

•D

�

authorization to operate motorcycles and motor

µ •

c�
.µ
u
�c

driven cycles in the state; authorizing certain

�·

·•

0 0

-�

t:.'.!

o,
u-

�
••
��
•••
•�
•
••

-

>µ
C 0

µ C

D

UE

.'i �

��

"

-o

gg
C "
�µ

�E
�.e
µc
c-

�.l!
uµ

licensed drivers to obtain authorization
\0

without examination; authoriz ing an exemption

11

to persons coq::,leting courses approved by the

12

department; amending s. 322.21(1), Florida

13

Statutes, providing a license fee for such

14

authorization; amending s. 316.304, Florida

15

Statutes, authorizing persons taking such

"

17

"
19

11

D �

"I

I.::"..

��

••

.C OI
� c
·:;;

effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

20

UC

u�

examinations to wear headsets; providing an

23

"

Section 1.

Subsection (3) is added to section 322,12,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, to read:
322.12

Examination of applicants.--

(3) {a)

The depart�nt shall forrulate a separate

25

examination for applicants for a license to operate a

26

motorcycle or motor-driven cvcle, as defined in s. 316.003(22)

17

and (23).

"
"

Beginning July 1, 1984, any applicant for a

restricted operator's, operator's or chauffeur's license who
wish�s to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle shall be

30

required to successfully complete such examination, which

Ji

shall be in addition to the examination administered .E_ursuant
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to subsPction (2).

The examination shall test the applicant's 11.20

knowledge of the operation of a motorcycle or 110tor-driven

1.21

cycle and of any traffic laws specifically relating thereto

and shall include an actual demonstration of the ability to

exercise or dinary and reasonable control in the operation of a

motorcycle or motor-driven cycle.

In the formulation of the

examination the department shall consider the use of the

Motorcycle Operator Skills Test and the Motorcycle in Traffic
Test offered by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation.

The

IOI department shall indicate on the license of any person who

"I
"I
"I

11 [ suc�s!'!_fuJ.ly completes such _e��minat1.on that the licensee 1.s

13

authorized to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle.

the applicant wishes to be licensed to operate a motorcycle or

motor-driven cycle only, he need not take the skill or road

15

test reou_i_red under subsection {2) for the operation of a

17

l�mitation on the license as a restriction.

"

If

m otor vehicle and the department shall so indicate the
(b)

�I authorization_tq_ operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle

21

23

I

without being required to take the examination provided in
this subsection.

The department shall so indicate such

��tnorization upon the license of such ap plicant upon payment

24 i by the applicant of a fee of $1 per year or portion thereof
I
251 remaining 1n the validity of the applicant's current license.

"I

" I

21'
I
29 I
I

JO I

1.22
1.23

1.24

1.25
1.27
1.28
1.29
1.30
1.31
1.32

Any person licensed to operate a motor vehicle may 11.33

191 apply to the department prior to July 1, 1984, for

22

1

The examination provided 1n this subsection shall not be made
a condition upon the renewal of the license of any person

1. 34
1.35
l. 36

1.37

1.38

1.39

1.40

under this paragraph.

1.41

examination provided in this subsection 1f the applicant

1.-42

(c}

The department may exempt any applicant from the

JI I presents a certificate showing successful completion of a
2

COOING Weriih '" � � ty,c- •1• ile-le-1,e115 frem u15f1n9 lew, weuh 1,1n,lerli11e-il ■re ■dil1hM15.
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1.-43

52-66A-ll-l-2

course approved by the department which includes a similar

examination of the knowledge and skill of the applicant in the

operation of a motorcycle or motor driven cycle.
@

'

No additional examination fee shall be assessed

1

Section 2.
322.21

Fees to be paid for licenses and machinery for

handling and collecting the same.-(1)

10

(a)

II

The fee for:

An operator's or a restricted operator's license

1s $4, 1n addition to the fees for driver education, as

ll

13

"I

15

provided bys. 233.063, and a color photograph, as provided by
s. 322.142.
_(_b)

1.

1.
1
11.
1

11.

1.

Author1zat1on to operate a motorcycle or motor-

1.

Joi driven cyct��4.

17

1.

l£l_��t

A chauffeur's license is $8, 1n add1t1on to the [l.

Jil�et

The renewal of a license is the same as for its 11.

II' fees for driver education and a color photograph, provided by

,. I

10

21

"I
,, I

or191nal issue set forth 1n paragraphs (al� a"d (b), and (c),

except that a del1nauent fee of $1 shall be added for a
renewal made not more than 12 months after the license

exp1rat1on date, unless the applicant elects to take and
Section 3.

271 amended to read:

21 !
1

301
�

I

311

1.

ss. 233.063 and 322.142.

passes the written examination.
25 !

�I

1.

1.

Subsection (1) of section 322.21, Florida

Statutes, 1s amended to read:

1.
1.

for the examination reauired by this subsection.

6

1.

316. 304

Section 316.304, Florida Statutes, is

Wearing of headsets. --No person shall operate

a motor vehicle while wearing a headset, headphone, or other
l1sten1ng device, other than a hearing aid or instrlllnent for
the improvement of defective human hearing.
3

However, this
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1.

1.

1.

1.
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section shall not apply to any law enforcement officer

1.71
1
equipped with any communication device neces8ary in performing 1.72
his assigned duties.

In addition, this sec�io��h_�ll not

apply to any applicant for a license to operate a motorcycle

or _!!!9tor-drjven cycle while taking the ex•min•tion required by

61 s�_322�12ru.

Section 4.

'
10
11

"

13

"

15

"I"
II

"
10

This act shall take effect July 1, 19e3.

*****************************************

KOOSE SUMMARY

Requires the Department of Highway Safety and Motor
Vehicles to formulate and, beginning July 1, 1984, to
administer a separate examination for applicants for
drivers' licenses to operate a motorcycle or mo tor-driven
cycle.

Authorizes licensed drivers to apply prior to July 1,
1984, to have their licenses stamped with authorization
to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle without
taking the examination. Authorizes the department to
exempt from the examination persons who complete a course
approved by the department.
Provides a $4 fee for authorization to operate a
motorcycle or motor-driven cycle but provides that no
additional examination fee shall be assessed.

Authorizes persons taking such examination to wear
headsets.

11

,, I
23

,.

25'

!
16 �
21'

2& :
29
30 i

"I

•
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1.74

1.75
1.75

Florida House of Representatives - 1912

HB435

ly ltepresentat1 ve Wi 111 lfflS

A bill to be entitled
2

•

l

,�I

s

i.!l
. ..

•

person■, adding •• 322.01(20)-(26), Plorida
322.035, Plorida Statute■, requiringa dri••r'•
licen•e end.orae■ent to operate a 110torcycler

requiring pa■aage of certain teat■ before being
authorized to operate a 110torcycle1 requirint

the Departaent of •i9hway Safety and Motor

12

Vehicles to test certain applicants for

co 13

ii "

1S

;i. ..

-o
M�

li■itin9 application of the law to certain

11

... "
t�
.....

a.ending•· 316.211(11, Plori4a Statute•,

Statute•, providing definition•, creatin, ••

10

&�

An act relatingto operation of 110torcycle•1

17

authorization to operate a aotorcycte,

providinga fee for ■uch te■tJ requiring the

departaent to prOTide certain operating
■anualsr prOTiding li■itation on operation of
motorcycles by certain per■on■r ...nding•·

233.063, Plorida Statute■, requiring school

I�

11

1:
�.e
_,.

20

education course■, providing course criteria,

21

providingrequire■ent■ for in■tructor■ of such

1;

+' C

"

t� 22
MU

:COi 23
1-.):
M

2,

2S

"
"

district• to provide .:,torcycle safety

cour■es: amending•· 411.04, Plorida Statute•,
prohibitingthe de�rtaent froa issuing
instruction certificate■ to certain per■ons
except under certain circuutance■J providi�
an effective date.

V

h It Enacted by the Leqislature of the State of Ploridar

29
30
31

Section 1.

Subsection (l} of section 11,.211, Plorida

Statute■, i■ a■ended to readt
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311.211
1
3

(1)

■o

&quipaent for aotorcycle riders.--

person under 11 yeara of age ahall operate or

ri4• upon • aotorcycle unleae he ia properly wearing

,

protect!•• headgear ■ecurely faatened upon his head which

5

caapli•• with ■tandard■ eatabliahed by the department.
Section 2.

I

7
•

'

Subaections (20), (21), (22},

(23),

(25), and (21) are added to section 322.01, Florida Statute■,

to rud1

322.01

Definitione.--The following words and phra■e■

10

hfl•e the ■eaning■ respectively ascribed to them in thi■

11

chapters

12

(24),

(20)

•Motorcvc1e• •t•n• any aotor vehicle with a JDOtor

in exce•t of l 1/2 brake horsepower having a seat or
1, ■addle for tht u,, of the rid•r •nd d••ianed to travel on not

13

rated

15

aore than thret vhttll in contact with the ground, but

1,
17

••eluding a tractor.
(21)

•Mqtor-dr{ven cycle•

■eans

any motorcycle,

11

including IDY •otor ■cooter, with I motor which produces not

19

to exceed 5 brake hor■epower, and any bicycle propelled by a

20

helper 110tor rated in exce■■ of 1 1/2 brake hor■epower.

21

(22)

•Brake horsepower• means the actual unit of

22

torque developed per unit of time at the output shaft of an

23

,.

engine,•• mea■ured by• dynamometer.

»

by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation to measure ■inimum levels

25
21

a
2'

(23)

•Motorcycle operator skill test• means the

Notorcvcle Operator Skill Teat, a testing procedure developed

ot coapetence in operating a motorcycle in traffic.
(24)

•Motorcycle operator ■anual• means the Motorcycle

Operator Manual published by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation.

�
�
2
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(2S)

•Motorcycle knowledge test• ■eans the written

21 test developed by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation frQl!II
aaterial contained in the ■otorcycle operator manual.
41

{26)

•Motorcycle aafety education course• gan■ the

Motorcycle Rider Course offered by the Motorcycle Safety

,1 Foundation or any other course of instruction in the ■afe and
lawful operation of a motorcycle which provides a student with
1

9

10

11

12
13

the knowledge and skill to pa■s the aotorcycle knowledge te■t
and the motorcycle operator skill test.
Section 3.

Section 322.035, Florida Statute■, i■

created to read:
322.035
(1)

Motorcycle operator licensing.--

No person shall operate any aotorcycle upon any

14

highway in this state unless he has a valid operator's or

15

chauffeur's license which has been endorsed by the department

16

authorizing such person to operate a motorcycle.

17

11
19
20
21

(2)

No person shall be authorized to operate any

1110torcycle unless he bas passed the motorcycle knowledge test
and the motorcycle operator skill test or has satisfactorily

completed an approved motorcycle ■afety education course.
(3)

The department shall examine every applicant for

22

such authorization except any applicant who has satisfactorily

23

completed an approved motorcycle safety education course

2,

within the iW1111ediately prec@ding year.

25

consist of the motorcycle knowledge test and the motorcycle

�

operator skill test.

27

n

�
�
31

Such examination shall

The department shall endorse the license

of any applicant who passes such examination or who within the
innediately preceding year has satisfactorily completed an

approved motorcycle safety education course.
shall pay a fee of $3 for such endorsement.
s. 322.12 shall apply to such fee.
3

Every applicant

The provisions of

The department ■hall adopt
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'I
3

•
SI

,

by rule the 110torcycle knowledge te■t, the aotorcyele operator
■kill teat, and the 110torcycl• operator manual and shall

prcw14• • copy of tb• aanual to any peraon who reque■t■ one •
(4)

llotwitbatandin9 any other prOTi■ion of thi■

Po••••••• an

chapter, no peraon who

1n■truction per■it, a

te11POrary license, or a restricted operator'■ license may

qaerate any 110torcycle except a 110tor driven cycle upon any
bi9bway in tbi■ ■tate unl••• be ha■ pa.a■ed the motorcycle

a

t

knowledge teat, or i■ enrolled in or ha■ ■ucce■afully

10

coapleted an apprc,yed 110torcycle safety education course.
Section 4.

11

Section 233.o,3, Florida Statutes, is

12f aaended to read1

233.0il

ll

1'1 110toscvcle1--(1)

IS

1,
17

11

!

I

It l

Instruction in operation of 110tor vehicle■�

A course of study and instruction in the safe and

lawful operation of a motor vehicle shall be aade available by
eacb diatrict school board to student■ in the aecondary
school• in the state.

-----·OH

�ftMfl9'""w4.tit--t.fte-¼N¾-¼"4--eehee¼.

...t--tM.---.-•--�-
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22; llftet'eyri.,.e9'-.-pe4-epe-rtt½en-..,y--h-e-¼½M-t.N-�e-e¼•ssreea

23, fflttrwet-ie,n· The course shall not be ude a part of, or a

24 1 substitute for, any of the 11inimUJ1 requirement■ for
2s

,.

graduation.

27

)I

secondary ■chool ■tudent, the district school board ■ay use

any one of the following procedures or any combination

2t

lO

(2)

thereof:

(a)

In order to aake ■uch a course available to any

The board ■ay utilize in■tructional personnel

31 '. eaployed by the board.

'
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(b)

The board may contract with a c01111ercial dri•ing

(c)

'l'he board uy contract with an instructor

21 1chool licensed under the provisions of chapter 488.

'

41 certified under the provi■ions of chapter 488.
(3) (a)

School district■ shall earn fund■ on full-ti■e

,1 equivalent atudents at the appropriate basic progra■ co■t

factor, regardle■a of the method by which such courses are

ti offered.

'

10

"I

11

1

13

(b)

For the purpose of financing the Driver Education

Prograa and aotorcycle safety education in the secondary

schools, there shall be levied an additional 50 cents per year

to the driver's license fee required by a. 322.21.

The

additional fee ■hall be promptly re■itted to the Department of

1A

Kighway Safety and Motor Vehicles, and the department shall

16

General ltevenue Fund.

11

standards for the courses eettt'-ete required by this act and for

�

certified instructor or licensed comaercial driving school

IS
17 i

19

trans■it the fee to the Treasurer to be deposited in the
(4}

The district ■chool board shall prescribe

instructional personnel directly employed by the board.

Any

211 shall be deemed sufficiently qualified and shall not be
22: required to meet any standards in 11.eu of or in addition to
23 I those prescribed under chapter 488.

2,

25
:M

(5) (a) A motorcycle safety education course shall be
made available by each district school board to students i_n

the secondary schools in the state.

Such course shall be

27

designed as an optional addition to the course of instruction

29

be offered to a student only after such student has

�I in the safe and lawful operation of motor vehicles and shall

30

successfully com,pleted the course of instruction in the

Jll operation 9£ motor vehicles.

s
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(b)

The motorcycle safety education course shall be

21 designed to provide a student with the necessary knowledge and
skill to pass the motorcycle knowledge test as defined in s.
,1 322.01(25) and the motorcycle operator skill test •s defined
in s. 322.01(23).

such course shall provide information _no

,1 less comprehensive than that contained in the motorcycle

operator manual and training no less collll)rehensive than that
ti provided under the Motorcycle Rider Course developed by the
Motorcycle Safety Foundation._
(c)

10

Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (2)

111 and (-4), no person may serve as an instructor of a motorcycle
121 safety education course unless such person holds a valid

131

instructor's certificate issued under the provisions of s.

141 481S.04.
15
16

"I"

11

Section 5.

Section 41SB.04, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
488.04

ill

Instructors, qualifications; certificates.-

No person shall receive compensation for giving

instructions 1n the operation of motor vehicles or motorcycles
unless such person is the holder of an instructor's

20

211 certificate issued for such purpose by the Department of
I

22 1 Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles.
23

Such certificate shall be

valid for use only in connection with the business of the

"

driver's school or schools listed thereon by the department,

21, or in connection with a driver education course or motorcyc�e

,. !
"I

'"

I

29

i

i

safety education course offered by a district school board.

An applicant for an instructor's certificate will be required
to take special eye, written, and road tests, and may be
required to furnish additional proof of his qualifications and

,o I ability a� an instructor.

"I
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(2)

No person shall be issued an instructor's

certificate authorizing him to give instruction in the
3

operation of ■otorcycles unless such person has satisfactorily

�

completed an approved motorcycle safety education course and

5

the Motorcycle Instructor's Course offered by the Motorcycle
Safety Foundation.
Section 6.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1982,

except section 4 which shall take effect July 1, 1983.
10

"

11

13

"

"

1S

17
11

19
20

"

22

"
"
"
,.
,.
23

27

*****************************************
SENATE SUMMARY
Li■its to persons under 18 years of age the requirement
that a person wear protective headgear while operating or
riding upon a motorcycle. Requires a person to have a
valid operator's or chauffeur's license endorsed by the
Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles
authorizing operation of a motorcycle before such person
may operate a motorcycle. Requires a person to pass a
motorcycle knowledge test and a motorcyle operator skill
test or to satisfactorily complete an approved motorcycle
•afety education course before being authorized to
operate a motorcycle. Requires the department to examine
any applicant for such authorization except any applicant
who has completed a motorcycle safety education course
within the immediately preceding year. Provides
requirements for such examination. Prohibits any person
who has an instruction permit, temporary license, or
restricted operator's license from operating any
motorcycle except a motor driven cycle unless he has
passed a motorcycle knowledge test or is enrolled in or
has successfully completed a motorcycle safety education
course. Requires district school boards to provide a
motorcycle safety education course in addition to a
driver education program. Requires a student to pass the
driver education course before taking the motorcycle
safety education course. Provides criteria for the
motorcycle safety education course. Prohibits anyone
from serving as an instructor of a motorcycle safety
education course unless he holds a valid instructor's
certificate issued by the department. Requires a person
to have satisfactorily completed an approved motorcycle
safety education course and the Motorcycle Instructor's
Course offered by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation before
being issued an instructor's certificate authorizing him
to teach a motorcycle operation course.

JO
31

7
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1

,8

•c

A bill to be er.titled

2

An act relating to drivers' licenses; adding

3

subsect:.on (3) to s

321 12, :lorida Stat�tes,

4

requiring the Department a: Highway Safety and

5

Motor Vehicles to administer a separate

6

e,..:amination for drivers see7<ing a1...tnor1zation

7

to operate motorcycles ana motor-c.r:.·,•er. cycles

B

in the state, requiring persons who have

9

accidents on motcrcycles and motor-driven

!'.�
.r

10

• 8.

11

of renewal, authorizing certain licensed

��
�o
�u
0�

12

drivers to obtain authorization without

13

examination, authorizing an exe�pt:.on to

14

persons completing courses appro?ed by the

15

department, amending s. 312 21(1), Florida

'2 '.3
1::
].�
• I

:e
� 0.

-�
8�

---�-�

cycles to pass the exami�at:.on as a cond1t1on

16

Statutes, providing a license fee for such

17

authorization, amending s

1B

Statutes, authorizing persons taking such

19

examinations to wear headsets, providing an

u:
:Ba.
,8

1::0

e!fect1."e da-::e

tE:::

22

• -3
[]"
;;�

.. �

;g

316 304, Florida

Be It Enactea DY the Legislature of tne State of Florie.a

23
24
:s
26

Section 1

Subsection(�) is ajded to section 3�:.12,

Florida Statutes, to read
322 12

Exar:n:1at1on of appl:.ca11ts --

(3) \ a)

�he deoartme�t s:1al: f�r�.1late a 3�sate

28

examinatioI}___f_or apnl.1cants :vr a 11.cen�e to one-:.-�te_a

29

r;icto�cycle er m-;-:cr-c.:::.-i ·e:1 cr.e __a2 -::�:::irec ::_r. s

30

ar.d /23L�-�r.r._rq 2·�1·,•

31

198�

31C O::lJ(:2)

an·, apr;.:i:::art f-;r a

restricted operator's, ooerator' s o� ct.auffe.1r'

2

licer.se who

1
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1

w:shes to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle shall be

2

required to successfu:i.ly complete such examination, , ..hich

3

shall �e in addition to the eYam:nat:on administered pursuant

4

to subsection ill

5

kncwledge of the ooeration cf a motorcycle or motor-driven

6

cycle and of any traffic laws spec1£1cally relating thereto

7

and shall include an actual demonstration of the ability to

8

exercise ordinary and reasonable control in the ooerat}gn of a

9

motorcycle or motor-driven cycle

The exam1nat:or. shall test the a�pl:cant's

Ir. the formulation of the

10

e�•mination the department shall consider the use of the

11

Motorcycle Operator Skills Test and tne Motorcycle :n Traffic

12

Test offered by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation.

13

department shall indicate on the license of any person who

14

�uccessfully completes such examination that the licensee is

15

authorized to operate a motorcycle or �otor-dr1ven cycle.

16

the applicant wishes to be licensed to operate a motorcycle_or

17

motor-driven cycle only, he need not take the skill or road

18

test required under subsection (2) for the operation of a

19

motor vehicle and the department shall ao ind�c�te the

20

limitation on the license as a restriction

21

The

If

l.£J. In addition to new apolicants for l1censure,

22

beginning July 1 1 1983

23

accident while ocerating a m,.,torcycle or motor-driven ::ycle

24

sh�ll, as a condition of his next renewal of his license, be

25

required to succes�fully complete the examination prov��ed in

26

this subsection.

27
28

(c)

ar.y =ieraon who 1s invo ... ved 1n an

Any person licensed to cperate a motor venicle may

apply to tne deoartrnent prior to July 1, 1983 1 for

29

authorizat.1.on to ooerate a motorcycle or motor-driver,. ::vc:..e

30

without being required to take the exarn:�at1cn prov1.ced in

31

this subsection

T�e department shal:.. so indicate such
2
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l

aut:10r1zat1on upon the li=er,.se o! such apol1car-.t ,ipon pa·nnen":

2

by the aool1.::ant of a fee of s:. per year or por<:1on thereof

3

rema1r.:.ng 1n ':he ?all.Cl. ty c! tne aopl::.ca:-it' s current license

4

Exceot as provided in oaragraph (b), the exam:..nation pro"/1.ded

5

1n this subsection shall not be made a conditicn �Don the

6

renewal of the license of any person under this oaraqraph
{d)

7

The deoartment may exempt any applicant from the

8

examination provided 1n this subsection if the applicant

9

presents a certificate showing successful completion of a

10

course approved by the department whicn includes a s1m1lar

11

examination of the knowledge and skill of the applican': in the

12

opera':ion of a motorcycle or motor-driven :::ycl�
( e)

13
14

for the exa��nation reau1red by this sunsec':ion

15
16

Section 2

Subsect:on ll) of sec':ion 322 21, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read
322 21

1,
18

No additional exannnation fee shall ne assessed

Fees to be paid for licenses and machinery for

handling and collecting the same --

19

(1)

The fee for.

20

(a}

An operator's or a res':ricted operator's license

21

is $4, in addition to the fees fer driver educaticn, as

22

provided by s

23

s

322

24

25

233 063, and a color photograph, as provided by

142
(b)

Authorization to operate a mo�orcycle or motor

driven cycle is $4.

26

i.£1.t��

A chauffeur's license :..s $9, 1n add1t:..on to the

27

=ees for d:-1ver e::-.:.ca"".;.1or. a:i.c. a co!.o:- photoqrap.'l, p:-o•:::::i.ed bi

2B

ss

29

233 063 and 322 :�2
.i.filte+

The renewa: of a licerse .s ��e sa7e as =or its

30

orig�nal issue se� -forth in parag:-aphs (a) L a�a (b), and (c)

31

eYcept tnat a deL1Lquent fee of$: shall be added for a
3
CODING
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renewal made not more than 12 months after the l1cense
exp1ration date, unless the applicant elects to take and
passes the written examinat1on.
Section 3

Section 316.304, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read
316.30�

Wearing of headsets --No person shall operate

7

• motor vehicle while wearing a headset, headphone, or other

8

l1sten1ng device, other than a hearing a1d or instrument for

9

10

11
12
13

the improvement of defective human hearing.

However, this

section shall not apply to any law enforcement officer

equipped with any communication device necessary in performing
his assigned duties.

In addit_!_onL this section __.!l!hall not

apply to any applicant for a license to operate a motorcycle

14

or moj;_Q_r�d_riven cycle while taking the examination required by

15

���� - , _ 12ill

16
17

Section 4

This act shall take effect July 1, 1982.

18

********••·······························

19

HOUSE SUMMARY

20

21
22

Requires the Department of Highway Safety and Motor
Vehicles to formulate and beginning July 1, 1983, to
administer a separate examination for applicants for
drivers' licenses to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven
cycle.

27

Requires persons involved in an accident while operating
a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle to pass the
examination as a condition of renewal of their license
Authorizes licensed drivers to apply prior to July 1,
1983, to have their licenses stamped with authorization
to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle without
Authorizes the department to
taking the ex!l.mination
exempt from the examination persons who cornp:ete a course
approved by the departmen�

29

Provides a $4 fee for authorization to operate a
motorcycle or motor-driven cycle but provides that �o
additional examination fee shall be assessed

23
24
25
26
28
30
31

Authorizes persons taki�g such examination to wear
headsets.
4
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HB

853

By RepresenUt1ve Bankhead

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to drivers' licenses; adding
subsection (3) to s. 322.12, Florida Statutes;
requiring the Department of Highway Safety and

.!!-1,

�-�

Motor Vehicles to administer a separate

0 10
ca

cycles to pass the examination as a condition

examination for drivers seeking authorization

.D
C.

•

5.

to operate motorcycles and motor-driven cycles

c=

u�

in the state; requiring persons who have

:r

accidents on motorcycles and motor-driven

u .- 11

of renewal; authorizing certain licensed

·•

MC

�·.a

••
��
•
12

••=•

�

drivers to obtain authorization without

+-' 13
;; �

exam1nat1on; author1z1ng an exemption to

�cc

...••r u

persons completing courses approved by the

15
'21
•

C>.,._ 16
-c
,

5•-�g

�·

department; amending s. 322.21{1}, Florida

:i 18 I
11

1

1

>c

... � 19/
c- I
20 I
g.., I

1�

"'O � 21

Statutes, prov1d1ng a license fee for such
author1zat1on; amending s. 316.304, Florida
Statutes, author1z1ng persons taking such
examinations to wear headsets; providing an

effective date.

I

�.._

'.g � 221 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
C. C.
Ill QI

2J

1

� .� 2,I
25'

26'
27

2!'
�

Section l.

Florida Statutes, to read:
322.12

Examination of applicants.--

(3) (a)

The department shall formulate a separate

examination for applicants for a license to operate a
motorcycle or motor-driven cvcle, as defined 1n s. 316.003(22}

3n' �ru'.1 - {23).
Ji I

Subsection (3) 1s added to section 322.12,

Beqrnni.ng July 1, 1983, any apPllca_l!_t _for a

restr_1cted operator's, operator's or chauffeur's license_ who

52-,6-1-2
wishes to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle shall be

1.18

required to successfully complete such examination, which

shall be in addition to the el(�minat_!_Q_n_administer�_d_ pursuant

to subsection (2).

The examination shall test the apphcant'_s

knowledge of the operation of a motorcycle or motor-driven

,1 cycle and of any traffic laws specifically relating thereto

'I
"I

I

1.20

1.21
1.22

and �hall include an actual demonstration of the abilit.Y__!o

11 exercise ordinary and reasonable control in the operation Q_f a I 1.23

JO

11

motorcycle or motor driven cyc1,.

In the formulation of the

�xamtnation the departm@nt shall consider the use of the

Motorcycle Operator Skills Test and the Motorcycle 1n Tra(fic
Test offere� by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation.

The

131 department shall indicate on the license of any person who

1,1 �uccessfylly completes such examination that the licensee is
ISi

16

111

II

authorized to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle.

If

the applicant wishes to be licensed to operate a motorcycle gr

!l!Otor-driven cycle only, he need not take the skill or road
_a
test required under subsection (2) for the operation of _

191 moto� vehicle and the _d_epartment shall so indicate t_he

201

l_!_mitation on _the license as a restriction.

22 !

beginning July 1, 1983, any person who is involve<!_ in an

"

23
2,

25

'

{b)

In addition to new applicants for licensure,

acctdenL�hil� pperating a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle

shall, as a condition of his next renewal of his li��nseL be

required to successfullv comolete thE=>, examination provide_d in

26

this subsection.

28

apoly to the department prior to July 1, 1983, for

"

19

"
31 '

{ c)

1. 2-4

1.25

1.27

1. 28

1.29

1. JO
1.31

1. 32

l:lus
1.33

1.3-4

1. 35

Any person licensed to operate a motor vehicle may : 1. 36

author1z�t1on to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle

w1t�Q__IJ_t being reauired to take the examination proviqed 1n
this 5.!l_�ection�e department shall so 1nd1�a_te such
2
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1.37

11.38
1.39

52-66-1-2
authorization upon the license of such applicant upon payment

,,
I

,I

I

11

by the applicant of a fee of $1 per year or portion thereof

1. 41

�-�main1ng 1n the validity of the applicant's cuC"rent license.

1.4

Except as provided in paraaraph (b}, the examination provided

1.4.

1n this subs�ct1on shall not_be made a cond_ition upon the

1.4

renewal of the _license of any person under this paragraph.

1,4•

l.9.1

The department may exempt any applicant_ from the

examination provided 1n th1.s subsection if the applicant

1.4'

presents a certificate showing successful completion of a

1.41

101

course aoproved by the department wh1c:i. includes a s11t11_laC"

11

exam1.nation of the knowledge and cilr1ll of the ,3,oplicant 1.n t!1e

12i

operat1.on of a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle.
(e)

13

uI
15,
16!
Hi
18

'

"I

i

cc

21 I

nl

"
i5

-,
'i
'

Section 2.

1.4'
1.5(

Subsection {l) of section 322.21, Florida

1.5(

Statutes, 1s amended to read:
322.21

1,4
1.41

No additional examination fee shall be assessed

1. s:

Fees to be paid for licenses and machinery for

handling and collecting the same.--

I
j

1.5,
1.5'.

(1)

The fee for:

I 1.s:

13)

Pn �pe:at-r's or a restricted operator's license

i 1.5'

1s $4, 1n addtt1on to the fees for driver education, as
provided by s. 233.063, and a color photograph, as provided by I 1. Sf
s. 322.142.
Author1z�t!on to operate a motorcycle or motor-

driven cy�le 1s $4.
filfb►

A chauffeur's license 1s $8, 1n add1t1on to the

)7 '

fees for driver education and a color photograph, provided by

n

ss. 233.063 and 322.142.

29!

I

for the e,-:am�_nation required by this subsection.

lli
i

1: 11

J.s!lfer

The renewal of a license 1.s the same as for its

1
I . 5'
1. SE
1.5!
1.6(
1.64

JO

or1g1nal issue set forth in paragraphs (a) L a"d (b), and (c)

1. 6:

JI '

except th3t a delinquent fee of $1 shall be added for a

1. 6�

3
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renewal made not more th�n 12 months after the license

1.65

expiration date, unless the applicant elects to take and

1.66

passes the written examination.
Sect.ion 3.

Section 316.304, Florida Statutes, 1s

1.67

amended to read:
316.304

:: I
t:. 1

Wearing of headsets.--No person shall operate

a motor vehicle while wearing a headset, head phone, or other

1.70

listening device, other than a hearing aid or instrument for

1.71

the improvement of defective human hearing.

1. 72

However, this

section shall not apply to any law enforcement officer

1. 73

equipped with any communication device nece ssary in performing

1.74

his assigned d1.1t1es.

l:lus

In addition, this section shall not

nl aoplv to any aoolicant for a license to operate a �otorcycl�

,s I

1.68

1.76

_y _le whil�a_k:ing the examination required by
u: or mot_or-_d_�iven _gg

"I

s. 322 .!._1_2w_.
Section -4.

17 I
i

11

221
ni
21 i

"

25'

"

l7

,,

JO'
31 :

This act shall take effect July 1, 1982.

*****************************************

nI
191
I
20 I

1.77

HOUSE SUMMARY
Requires the Department of H1gh•.,.ay Safety and Motor
Vehicles to formulate and beg1nn1ng July 1, 1983, to
administer a separate examination for applicants for
jzivers' licenses to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven
cycle.
Requires persons involved 10 an accident while operating
a motorc:vcle or motor-driver, cy,;1� to n-:i.c;s the
examination as a cond1t1on of renewal of �'.,eir .!.,cense.
Authorizes licensed dr:v�rs to apply prior to July 1,
1983, to have their licenses c;tamped with au��Gr(zat��n
ta op<::r,.!te a moto1c1c1.� 0r mocor-ar;..;r-,1 cycle without
taking t,e examination. �uthorizes the department to
exempt from the examination persons who complete a course
a�proved by ��e department.
Provides a $4 fee for authorization to operate a
motorcycle or motor-driven cycle but provides t�at no
additional exam1nat1on fee shall be assessed.
Authorizes persons taking such examination to wear
headsets.
4
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Florida Senite - 1982

SB 318

By Senator lewis
27-211B-82

A bill to be entitled

l

2

An act relating to operation of motorcycles,

•

amending s

3

S.

�-.

II e

• C

·��.

-.i:r

"li ..

316 211(1), Florida Statutes,

limiting appl1cat�on cf the law to certain

s

persons, adding s

6

Statutes, providing definitions, creating s.

7

322.035, Florida Statutes, requiring a driver's

8

license endorsement to operate a motorcycle;

9

requiring passage of certain tests before being

322 01(20)-(26), Flor1�a

10

authorized to operate a motorcycle, requiring

!e

11

the Department of High.,,ay Safety ard )Iotor

12

Vehicles to test certain applicants for

-�
...�!

13

authorization to operate a motorcycle,

14

providing a fee for such test, requiring the

15

dep�rtment to provide certain operating

16

manuals, providing l1nitaticn on operation of

17

motorcycles by certain persons, amending s

1B

233 063, Florida Statutes, req�1r1ng school

19

districts to provide motorc�cle safety

t &.

N �

:P

�t8�
� :l
- 'i

B

."

-e
C •

ui

jE.

a.8

.. g

I, ;::i

20
1
2
22
1
23

education courses, prov1d�ng course criteria,
prov1d1ng requirements for instructors of such
courses, amending s

489 oq, Florida Statutes,

prohibiting the department from issuing

24

instruction certificates to certain persons

25

except under certain circumstances, prov1a1ng

26

an effective date

27
28

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida·

29
30
31

Section 1

Subsection (1) of section 316 211, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read
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1

316 211

2

(1)

Equipment for motorcycle riders --

No person under 18 years of age shall operate or

3

ride upon a motorcycle unless he is properly wearing

•

protective headgear securely fastened upon his head which

5

complies with standards established by the department.

6

Section 2.

Subsections (20), (21), (22), (23), (24),

7

(25), and (26) are added to section 322 01, Florida Statutes,

8

to read:

9

322.01

Definitions.--The following words and phrases

10

have the meanings respectively ascribed to them in this

11

chapter.

12

{20}

"Motorcycle" means any motor vehicle with a motor

13

rated in excess of l 1/2 brake horsepower having a seat or

14,

saddle for the use of the rider and designed to travel on not

15

more than three wheels in contact with the ground, but

16

excluding_ a tractor

17

J2!.l

"Motor-driven cycle" means any motorcycle,

18

including any motor scooter, with a motor which produces not

19

to exceed S brake horsepower, and any bicycle propelled by a

20

helper motor rated in excess of 1 1/2 brake horsepower

21

U1l

11

Br_a�e n_o_rsepower" means the actual unit of

22

torque developed per unit of time at the output shaft of an

23

engine, as measured by a dynamometer

24

(23)

"Motorcycle operator skill test" means the

25

Motorcycle Operator Skill Test, a testing procedure developed

26

by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation to measure m1n1mum levels

27

of competence in operating a motorcycle in traffic

28
29

i_2_±l

1

'

Motorcycle operator manual 11 means the Motorcycle

Operator Manual published by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation

30
31
2
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1

2
3

.L22l "Motorcycle knowledge tes-+:" means the wrc..tt.en
test developed by tl'.e Motorcycle Safety Foundation from
material contained in the motorcycle operator manual

EM "Motorcycle safety education course" means the

4
5

Motorcycle Rider Course offered by t�e �otorcycle Safety

6

Foundation or any other course of 1ns':.ruct1on 1n the safe ar�

8

the knowledge and skill to pass tne motorcycle knowledge test

7

9
10

11

lawful operation of a motorcycle wh1cr. provides a s':.ude'1t wi':h

and the motorcycle operator skill test
Section 3.

created to read
322 035

12

13

141
15

(1)

Section 322 035, Florida Statutes, is

Motorcycle operator licensing

No person shall opera':.e any �otorcycle upon any

highway in this state unless he r.as a ?alid operator's or

chauffeur's license which has been endorsed by ':.he department

16

authorizing such person to operate a r.otorcycle

18

motorcycle unless he has passed the motorcycle knowledge test

17

19

(2)

No person shall be autl'.orized to operate any

�nd the motorcycle operator sK1ll test or has satisfactorily

20

completed an a;::prc.-ed '1'10torc1cle sa:ety education course

22

such authorization except any applicant who has satisfactorily

21

23

24
25

26
27

28
29

30

31

(3)

The depart'1'lent shall eYam:ne every applicant for

completed an approved motorcycle safety education course

within the immediately preceding year

Such examination shall

consist of the motorcycle knowledge test and the motorcycle

operator skill test

The department shall endorse the license

of any applicant who passes such ex���nat1on or �ho within the
immediately preceding year has satisfactorily completed an
approved notorcycle safety education course

shall pay a fee of $3 for such endorsement

s

322 12 shall apply to such fee.
3

E'lery applicant

The pr�visions of

The department shall adopt
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1

by rule the motorcycle knowledge test, the motorcycle operator

2

skill test, and the motorcycle operator manual and shall

3

provide a copy of the manual to any person who requests one
(4)

4

Notwithstanding any other provision of this

5

chapter, no person who possesses an instruction permit, a

6

temporary license, or a restricted operator's license may

7

operate any motorcycle except a motor driven cycle upon any

8

highway in this state unless he has passed the motorcycle

9

knowledge test, or is enrolled 1n or has successfully

10

completed an approved motorcycle safety education course.
Section 4

11

12

amended to read
233.063

13

14

Section 233 063, Florida Statutes, is
Instruction in operation of motor vehicles and

motorcycles

15

(1)

A course of study and instruction in the safe and

16

lawful operation of a motor vehicle shall be made available by

17

each district school board to students in the secondary

18

schools in the state

Be��lUl�ft� w��ft t!.fte l9Bl-l98i sefteel

19

year; fep �fte p�rpeee ef tft�e eeet!.!eft; t!.fte t!.erM UMeter

20

veft!ele ll eftall ftave t!.fte eaMe �eaft�ft� ae !ft e- 3�8-9lfl7+a7 aftS

21

skall tftel1:1.Se Metereyelee aftS Me�eSe-

22

Met!.ereyele eP MepeS eperat!.�eft May &e l�M!t!.ea t!.e elaeereeM

,.

!net!.P'd.et!.!eft� The course shall not be made a part of, or a

25

graduation

26

(2)

23

27

inetr1:1.et!.!eft !ft

substitute for, any of the minimum requirements for
In order to make such a course available to any

secondary school student, the district school board may use

28

any one of the following procedures or any combination

29

thereof

30
31

(a)

The board may utilize instructional personnel

employed by the board
4
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(b)
2

school licensed under the provis1�ns of chapter qas
(c)

3
4

The board may contract with a :::ommerc::.al dr::.·nng
The board may contract with an instructor

certified under the provisions of c:-iapter 488

5

(3)(a)

School districts shall earn funds en f•.111-t:.me

6

equivalent students at t�e appropr:.ate basic program cost

7

factor, regardless of the method by whi�h such courses are

8

offered

9

(b)

For the purpose of f_nancing the Driver Education

10

Program and motorcycle safety education in the secondary

11

schools, there shall be levied an adait1onal 50 cents per Jear

12

to the driver's license fee required bJ s

13

additional fee sh�ll be promptly remitted to the Department of

14

Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles, and the department shall

15

transmit the fee to the Treasurer to be deposited in the

16

General Revenue Fund.

17
18

(4)

322 21.

The

The district school board shall prescribe

standards for the �urses eett��e required by this act and for

19

instructional personnel directly e�ployed by the board

20

certified instructor or licensed ccm.�ercial driving school

21

shall be deewed sufficiently qual:.f::.ed and shall not be

22

required to -neet any standards

23

those prescribed under chapter 488

24

(S)(a)

Pl.

Any

lieu of or in aad::.t:.on to

A motorcycle safety education course shall be

25

ma� ava1labl� by each district school board to st�dents �n

26

the se�ondary schools 1n the state

27

designed as an ootional addition to t�e course of instruction

28

in the safe and lawful operation of rrotor vehl:..£1.�_and shall

29

be offered to a student only after such student nas

30

successfully completed the cour_se ...9f _1ns�ruction in the

31

012.erat1on of motor vehicles

Such course shall be

5
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1

(b)

The motorcycle safety education course shall be

2

designed to provide a student with the necessary knowledge and

3

skill to pass the motorcycle knowledge test as defined in s.

4

322.01(25) and the motorcycle operator skill test as defined

5

in s

6

less comprehensive than that contained 1n the motorcycle

7

operator manual and training no less comprehensive than that

8

provided under the Motorcycle Rider Course developed by the

9

Motorcycle Safety Foundation.

322.01(23).

(C)

10

Such course shall provide 1nformat1on no

Notw1thstand1ng the prov1s1ons of subsections (2)

11

and (4), no person may serve as an instructor of a motorcycle

12

safety education course unless such person holds a valid

13

instructor's certificate issued"under the provisions of s

14

488.04

15
16

Section 5.

Section 488 04, Florida Statutes, 1s

amended to read•

17

488 04

18

ill

Instructors, qualifications, certificates.-

No person shall receive compensation for giving

19

instructions in the operation of motor vehicles or motorcycles

20

unless such person is the holder of an instructor's

21

certificate issued for such purpose by the Department of

22

Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles.

23

valid for use only in connection with the business of the

24

driver 1 s school or schools listed thereon by the department,

25

or in connection with a driver education course or motorcycle

26

safety education course offered by a district school board

Such certificate shall be

27

An applicant for an instructor's certificate vill be req�ired

28

to take special eye, written, and road tests, and may be

29

required to furnish additional proof of his qualifications and

30

ability as an instructor

31
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27-211B-82
l!

(2)

No person shall be issued an instructor's

2

certificate_al.!.!-hor1zing him to g1ve instruction in the

•

operation of motorcycles unless such person has sat1sfactor1ly

5

the Motorcycle Instructor's Course offered by tne Motorcycle

6

Safety Foundation

3

7
8

completed an approved motorcycle safety education course and

Section 6

This act shall take effect July l, 1982,

except section 4 which shall take effect July 1, 1983

9

10

************�*********w****�ww*�***w****+

11

SEUATE SUMMARY

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Limits to persons under 18 years of age the requirement
that a person wear protective headgear wnile operating or
riding upon a motorcycle
Requires a person to have a
valid operator's or chauffeur's license endorsea by the
Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles
authorizing operation of a motorcycle oefore such person
Requires a person to pass a
may operate a motorcycle
motorcycle knowledge test and a n�torcyle operator skill
test or to satisfactorily ccm�lete an approved motorc1cle
safety education course before being aut�orized to
operate a motorcycle
Requires the department to examine
any applicant for such aut�orization except any applicant
who has completed a -notorcJcle safety education course
within the immediately preceding year
Provides
requirements for s..icJ-: eJ-..aP1ir.a":ion
ProJ-:ib:..ts any person
who has an instruction permit, temporary license, or
restricted operator's l1ce:1se ::rom operating a!1/
motorcycle except a motor driven cycle unless he nas
passed a motorc 1 ::e �nowledge test or 1s enro:led .in or
has successfully completed a motorcycle safety education
course
Requ1res district scJ-:co: b-:,ards to pro· :de a
motorcycle safety education course in addition to a
driver education program
Requ1res a student to pass the
driver education course before taking the motorcycle
safety education course. Pro·11des criteria for the
motorcycle safety education course
Prchib1ts anyone
from serving as an instructor of a motorcycle safety
education course unless he halos a valid .instructor's
certificate issued by the department
Requires a person
to have satisfactorily completed an approved motorcycle
safety education course and the Motorcyc�e Instructcr's
Course o::fered by the �otorcycle Safety Fou�dation before
being issued an instructor's certificate authorizing him
to teach a motcrcycle operatic� co�rse

30
31
7
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CS

Transportation and Senator Lewis-

1o,

CS for SB 318

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to operation of motorcycles,

3

amending s

316 211(1), Florida Statutes,

4

limiting application of the law to certain

5

persons, adding s. 322 01(20)-(25), Florida

6

Statutes; prov1d1ng def1nit1ons, creating s.

7

322.035, Florida Statutes, requiring a driver's

8

license endorsement to operate a motorcycle;

id

9

requiring passage of certain tests before being

0

authorized to operate a motorcycle, requiring

;l
:[

Ill

i�
ii
o-

_,,

:f·s

o-

....
Ji

�.j!
&;

1i
�l

•8
�!!

"'"

SB 318

the Department of Highway S afety and Motor

2

Vehicles to test applicants for authorization
to operate a motorcycle, providing a fee for

113

sue� test, providing limitation on operation of

14

:is

motorcycles by certain persons, providing an

16

effective date

17
118

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

19
Section 1.

0
1

Subsection (1) of section 316 211, Florida

Statute�, 1s amended �o read
316.211

2
3

(1)

Equipment for motorcycle riders.--

No person under 18 years of age shall operate or

ride upon a motorcycle unless he is properly wearing
25
:6

protective headgear securely fastened upon his head which
complies with standards established by the department

27

Section 2

Subsections (20), (21), (22), (23), (24),

2B

and (25) are added to section 322.01, Florida Statutes, to

29

read:

30
31
1
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1

CS for SB 318

322 01

Def1n1t1ons --The fellowing words and phrases

2

have the meanings respectively ascribed to them in this

3

chapter:

•

(20)

"Motorcycle" means any motor vehicle with a motor

5

rated in excess of 1 l,'2 brake horseoower having a seat or

6

saddle far the use of the rider and designed to travel on not

7

mare than three wheels in contact with the ground, but

8
9

excluding a tractor.
J2U

"Motor-d.!:_�Y""'n cycle" means any motorcycle,

10

including any motor scooter, with a mbtor which produces not

11

to exceed 5 brake horsepower, and any bicycle propelled by a

12

helper motor rated in excess of 1 1/2 brake horsepower

13

( 22)

"Brakll!!: horsepower 11 tnll!!:ans the actual unit of

14

torque develooed per unit of time at the output shaf� of an

15

engine, as measured by a dynamometer

16

.l.el.l

0

Motorcycle operator skill test" means a testing

17

procedure administered by the deoartment to measure minimum

18

111!!:vels of competence in operating a motorcycle in traffic

19

Such test shall be conducted in both an on-street and off

20

street environment

21

.l±.!l

22

23

11

Motorcycle knowledge test 11 means the written

test adm�n1stered by the department.

illl

"Inter1ur1sd1ct1onal_wa1v��-"-me��_§_ a waiver of

24

the motorcycle ooerator skill test granted by the department

25

to an applicant whose valid out-of-state license is endorsed

26

by the state of issuance to permit the operation of a

27

rnQ_torcycle

28
29
30

Section 3.

Section 322.035, Florida Statutes, is

created to read.
322 035

Motorcycle operator licens�ng --

31
2
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5

(2)

(l)

CS for SB 318
No person shall cperate any motorcycle upon any

highway in this state unless he has a valid operator's or

3

chauffeur's license which has been e�dorsed by the department

4

authorizing such person to operate a "t',otorcycle
No person shall be authorized to operate any

6

motorcycle unless he has passed the motorcycle knowledge test

7

and the motorcycle operator skill test administered by the

8

department, except that the motorcycle operator skill test may

9

be waived by interJurisdictional wa1·,er
(3)

10

The department shall examine every applicant
The motorcycle

11

before such author1z�tion and endorsement

12

knowledge and skill tests shall be in addition to any

13

examination reqt,.ired for the operation of other motor

14

vehicles

15

applicant who passes such test

16

motorcycle or motor-driven cycle only, the applicant may be

17

issued a license restricted to the operation of those

18

vehicles.
(4)

19

The depart�ent shall endorse the license of any
Upon qualifying on a

Every applicant shall pay a fee of $5 for such

20

motorcycle knowledge and skill �ests 1.n addition to the

21

examination fee required under s
(5)

22

322 12.

The department shall develop and adopt a

23

motorcycle knowledge test and a motorcycle operator skill

24

test

25

developed by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation

5

Such tests shall be patterned after similar tests
(6)

Notwithstanding any other provision of this

27

chapter, no person who possesses an instruction permit, a

28

temporary license, or a restricted operator's license may

29

operate any motorcycle except a motor-driven cycle upon any

30

highway in this state unless he has passed the motorcycle

31

knowledge test
3
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1

(7)

CS for SB 318
Any valid operator's license issued prior to the

2

effective date of this act shall be val1d to perm1t the

J

operation of a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle unt1l the date

•

of exp1rat1on of such l1cense.

5
6
7

(8)

Renewal of a license conta1n1ng a motorcycle

endorsement or restriction shall be as provided 1n s
Section 4.

322.121.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINEO IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL

318

February 9, 1982
Deletes the local scnoo1 board lllVOlverent and 5FECiahZE!C l.JlStructor
tr� for ccnductJ.ng a notorcycle safety educatl.Ol'l coorse.
Alla.is the Deparorent of Highway Safety ar.d M::>tor Vehicles to develop
a rrotorcycle knowle:ige test and notorcycle skill test s.l.IlU.lar (as q::p::isej.
to identical) to such tests developed by the lt:>torcycle Safety Foorrlat.i.oo.
Reqw..res that the rrotorcycle skill test te corrlucte:j ill l:otll an on-street
and off-street envirmuent.
Provides that persons �atin; l!Otorcycles nay o::mtinue to do so wit:hcut
license endorse:rrent untJ.l their hoenses expire.

22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
JO
31
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